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'rhe swif;t cui:rent was carrying the boat dangerously near the bridge. 'rhe prisoner au
leaped up, and Dick saw that he had freed his hands. Be sprang upon the bridge,
and gave a backward kick that sent the boat out again.
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The Liberty Boys' Forlorn Hope
Or, IN THE TIME OF THE "tf.ARD WINTER"
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.-A ·Bit of Self-Possession.
The winter of 1870 was one of the severest
ever known. Four generations afterwards it was
known as the "hard winter," and men remembered it when they forgot things more 111\po:rtant.
Washington was quite aware of the opportunity
which offered itself for a sudden stroke, but was
not able to profit by it. His troops, hutted among
the heights o;f Morristown, were only half fed
and half clothed, and inferior in number to the
gar rison of New York. Owing to the frozen condition of the bay and rivers, some minor blow
might -be attempted, however, which would arouse
the spiri~s of the people.
An attack upon Staten Island, then held by the
British, would be one such blow, and it was now
being considered. At this time two boys, closely
muffled in heavy coats, with thick gloves on their
hands, and their hats drawn well down upon their
forehead s, were walking down Broadway, New
York. Sleighs passed them at a rapid gait in,
the roadway, and such persons who were on foot
walked rapidly. At the corner of John street, an
apparently old man accosted them, and said:
"In pity's name, spare me a few pennies, young
gentlemen, that I may buy food. Fortunately I
have a shelter for the night, but I have no money
to buy food ."
Under ordinary circumstances this appeal
would not have been made in vain. One of the
boys, putting his hand in the pocket of his
breeches, first rei;noving his glove, looked fixedly
at the supplicant.
"Is your story as false as the wig you wear,
or as the lines on your face?" he asked . "You
are disguised. :Perhaps you are an actor, from
the Theatre Royal, down the street, and are practising your art for want of a better audience."
The man colored, beckoned the boys down the
street, where the wind was not so biting, and
continued:
"No, I am no actor, hilt I am disguised, as you
say. I am no beggar, but-" and the man
looked at him cautiously.
"Well " said the boy, buttoning his coat and
drawing on his glove, "what is it? This is no time
to stand idly talking."
"Can I trust you?" in a low tone. "I am in
the city on a secret mission. Perhaps you can
guess it. Pe1·haps you are on a similar errand."
"You must really come to the pomt," said the
boy, impatiently. "This is not weather to stand

in the street. You are not in want, and so you
are an impostor."
"I am a rebel spy, and you, if I mistake not,
are one also. Are you not, Dick- -"
"I am no rebel, and you had best be careful
how you declare yourself one where there are so
many of his majesty's soldiers about. Come,
Brown, we waste time talking to this fellow."
The two boys then turned quickly into Broadway and walked down.
"Who is he, Dick?" asked _the QOY who had
been called Brown, although that was not his
name.
"I do not i·emember to have met him, but he is
a spy of the enemy and suspects me."
"We shall have to avoid him, for if he lets it
be known that Dick Slater is in New York, it-"
"Yes, but be careful, Bob."
Dick Slater, who was captain of the Liberty
Boys, turned into Maiden Lane, went as far as
Nassau street, went up to John, walked through
an alley leadi11g through to Liberty, passed the
old Sugar House Prison, went down William
street to Wall, and then made his way by many
turns to the corner of Broad and Pearl streets.
Here he paused, and there being no suspicious
person in sight, said:
.;, "Come, Bob, we have thrown him off and now
we will get something to eat."
'
The boys entered Fraunces tavern, found seats
in a quiet corner, and, removing their greatcoats, hats and gloves, sat down.
'~But if he wore a wig, Dick, how could you
tell the color of his hair?" asked Bob Estabrook,
who was the first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys,
and Dick Slater's closest friend.
The Liberty Boys were young patriots, and
were then in huts near Elizabethtown, in the
Jerseys. Dick and Bob were now in New York.
spying upon the enemy, having made their way
to Staten Island, thence crossing on the ice to
New York. The boys were soon served, and,
while eating thefr dinners ll:ept an eye upon the
occupants of the place. There were more redcoats there than ,anything else in the room, and
Dick hoped to learn something of importance
from them.
"The fellow has come in, Bob," said Dick, at
length, "but I do not think he has followed us.
He probably wishes to see someone here."
Dick saw the man in a large mirror which
hung near, but Bob was not sitting in such a
position as to enable him to do so. Dick quickly
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brush ed the hair down upon his forehead and
a ssumed an expression that completely disguised
him. The man he had noticed came and took a
seat at the next table, w.ith some redcoats, glancing at Dick, but failing to recognize him.
"Ah, Bullings, back from the Jerseys, are
you?" asked one of the officers. "Did you learn
anything of the rebels' plans?"
"No, they were very wary, and I learned nothing," said the man, taking a seat. "I thought I
saw one of their spies in the city ju::;t now."
"You did?" in surprise.
"I was not certain. I pretended to be a rebel
myself, but he bridled at once. I made a mistake, but the boy. looked much like Dick Slater."
"If he is really in the city, we must look out
for him, for if he should learn that thue is an
expedition going out from Staten Island to the
Jerseys, he would do all he could to prevent it."
"Very true, I certainly should," thought Dick.
Neither he nor Bob appeared to notice what
was being said, however, conversing animatedly
themselves.
"If I see him again I shall cause his arrest,"
said Bullings. "Of course I can apologize if I
am mistaken."
He glanced again at Dick, but failed to recognize him. Dick 's greatcoat, which hung near, was
no guide, for it was like many others worn in the
city, and had not hing characteristic about it.
The spy and the officel'S continued to talk, but
there was nothing more to be learned, and, as
Dick had fini shed his dinner, he now settled his
score, arose and left the tavern, Bob going out
by another door, a s if he had simply met Dick
there, and was not with him.

CHAPTER IL-A Clever E scape.
The two boys- hncl met again on Whitehall
street, near the wharf.
"WP learned something, after all, Bob," said
Dick.
"Yes, this fellow's name is Bullings, he is a
British spy, and the enemy are contemplating
sending an expedition into Jersey."
' Near the Bowling Green, Dick espied a sergeant of marinrn and a company of men ~p
proaching at a brisk walk.
"They are imp ressing everyone they can get
hold of for the service," said Dick. "Quick, slip
into the n earest inn or tavern, Bob."
There were two or three men between the party of marines a nd the boys. The latter were not
noticed, therefore. They quickly slipped in at
the door of a convenient tavern and entered the
taproom. There was a drowsy looking sergeant
sittirtg in a low chair by the fire, and the few
others who were in the place paid little attention
to the boys. The sergeant's greatcoat was thrown
over the chair next to him. Bob picked it up in
passing, and both boys entered a curtained stall
at one side. A ;;tupid looking potboy came to
take their orders, and Bob said:
"Two jorums of hot punch, Ganymede, and a
couple of pipes, and stir your stumps lively or
I'll box your ears."
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"Very g·ood, sir," and the boy went away as
Bob drew the curtains.
Slipping off his own greatcoat, Bob slipped on
the sergeant's, and put his hat on a chair. The
boy presently brought pipes and tobacco, and two
mugs of steaming punch. The Liberty Boys
never drank anything of the sort, Bob ha ving
ordered it simply as an excu se for staying. The_
boy brought a litle braz ier filled with live coals,
and Bob filled and lighted the two pipes by
putting a coal on the bowl of each. There was a
stir outside, presently, and the sergeant and
marines entered.
"Now then, let us see who is here who deserves
to serve the king," said the sergeant, br iskly.
The sleepy sergeant was passed by, and so
were two old men taking snuff in a corner.
"Ah, here is someone el.se," the officious sergeant remarked, as he drew aside the curtains of
the stall.
"Well, my sailor's whipping post, what is your
business here?" stormed Bob. "I must say your
manners need mending."
"H'm, I didn't know you were here, Sergeant,
but- who is this other?"
"Your better, you clumsy nondescript, you're
neither sailor nor soldier."
"Hey?" said Dick, in a high key, and putting
his hand to his ear.
"I want you for the king's service," said the
sergeant.
"Stewed tripe and onions? Yes, that's very
good. Are you the cook? Try a mug of punch?"
It was cold without, and the sergeant felt the
need of something to warm him up. He drank
liberally from the pewter, which Dick had pushed toward him, and said to Bob:
"The deaf party has, better manners than yourself, sergeant."
"Now, if you were worth the while, I'd call
you out for that, but you're neither a soldie1· nor
a sailor, noT even a "'Ood honest citizen, so there
you a i·e. You're next to nothing. Still, I don't
bear offence, so drink deep."
The sergeant drained both pewters dry, which
ne considered a good joke at Bob's expense. Bob
had the best of it, however, for when th e ;;erge3 nt
got outside, what between the hot punch and tho
cold air, he was speedily in a position to rerognize no one, not even his best frien d. A little
late1· the boys went out, Bob wearing his own
coat. They passed the sergeant of the marines as
he stood in front of Trinity Church palings, but
he recognized neither.
"Where to now, Dick?" asked Bob, as they
passed on.
"Over to Staten I sland," was Dick's reply.
The two boys made their way to the river, and
presentlv saw a sleigh drawn by two horses come
up to the shore. The two officers covered the
horses, and, with many apologies, took their way
to the tavern on the shore.
"Get in, Bob," said Dick. "The robes will do
no harm. It is a good drive across there."
"Well, of all the pieces of impudence!" laughed Bob. "First we are Sir Henry Clinton's sons,
and then--"
"I did not say we were," with a smile.
"No, but you mad.e him think so-'"
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Bob slipped the horses' tethers, Dick picked up
the reins, and then, well bundled up in furs, they
set off down the river on the ice. In a moment
the two officers came flying out of the tavern,
setting up a hue and cry. It was some time before
they could ·make anyone understand what the
matter was, and by that time the boys were well
on their way. Dick knew the course to take, and
could manage any horse, and they fairly flew over
the ice. They kept on over the ice, meeting and
overtaking many who were enjoying the exhilarating spo1·t, and attracting no special attention.
They were not pursued, apparently, and few
could have overtaken them. They reached the
island and drove ~ross, Dick putting the horses
and sleigh in an inn stable, and saying that .they
would be called for.
"They are sure to be found, Bob," he said,
"and will be cared for, and our martinet colonel
will be taught better manners."
"Which he seems sadly in need of," laughed
Bob.
CJIAPT~R

UL-Found in the Storm.

The boys had come over from the Jersey shore
on horseback, leaving the animals at a tavern to
be kept tnI called for. This was a different
place from the one where they had left the sleigh
and horses, and they now proceeded thither. The
short day was drawing to a close, with signs of
a threatening storm. It was as well, therefore,
that they should start soon, so as not to be
caught out in it. Going to the inn where they
had left their horses, they had a hot supper, and
then, with the horses well blanketed, set out
across the Kill to Elizabethtown. The ice was
firm all the way across, and Dick knew the road,
so that there was no danger to be apprehended.
It grew dark soon after they started, and before
long it began to snow.
"Is this the way to Elizabethtown, gentlemen?"
they suddenly heard someone ask.
They both reined"'i n their horses suddenly, and
then Dick could just make out the figure of a
woman in front of him. H e had recognized the
voice as that of a young woman at the start.
"No, ma'am, it is not," he said. "You are
tu!"ning your back on Elizabethtown."
"I have lo.st my way in the storm, and I must
have got turned about."
"And you are on foot?" in surprise.
"Yes, they told me it was not far, and I was so
anxious to get there."
"Take the lady up, Bob. It is not far now, but
you must not walk in the snow, ma'am."
Bob jumped down, lifted the young woman
into the saddle, jumped up behind and then rode
on. It was not long before they saw the lights
of Elizabethtown gleaming through the darkness,
and before many minutes they went ashore at the
Point.
"Where do you wish to go, ma'am?" asked Dick.
"We will take you· there."
"I don't know. I am looking for my husband."
"Don't you know where he is?"
"No, I do not. They told me he was at Elizabethtown."
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"Come into this inn, ma'am, and we will make
enquiries."
They put up their horses temporarily, and led
the woman to the cosy parlor of the inn. A great
log fire blazed cheerfully upon the hearth, and
gave out a most welcome heat. The young woman was none too warmly clad, to begin with, and
the shawl she wore over her s1',,oulders was wet
and uncomfortable. The landlady brought a cup
of hot tea at Dick's request, and the young woman sat close by the genial fire and sipped it.
"Have you eaten anything, ma'am?" Dick presently asked.
"No, but it does not matter, I could not-"
"Some hot toast and an egg would not go amiss,
I am sure. Bring ,them, Mrs. Jobson, and then
we will make enquiries."
"Yes, Captain, directly," said the good woman,
bustling out of the room.
"Are you a captain?" asked the poor creature
at the fire. "Why, you seem only a boy."
"I am the captain of the Liberty Boys. Dick
Slater is my name, the landlady knows me well."
"Then you are a soldier?"
"Yes; we are an independent body, but I have
my commission from General Washington himself."
"My husband is in the army. They told me he
was over here, at Elizabethtown, but you are
rebels, are you not?"
"No, we are patriots, we do not call ourselves
rebels, although the British do."
"But my husband is not with General Washington. He is a British soldier, a lieutenant or a
sergeant or something, I don't know what."
The landlady now _came i~ with a tempting
supper on a tray, and set it before the poor
wo~an. Sh~ ate and drank wit,1 great apparent
relish, and it was very evident that she was in
sad need of nourishing food.
."If your husband is in the British army," said
Dick, presently, "you are not likely to find him
here, as this is an American post. Are you sure
he is with the British?"
"Yes, he has told me again and- ag~n that he
was fighting against the rebels, and that they
meant to hang General Washington, and drive
out all the rebels."
"There is some mistake here," thoughtfully
"When did you see your husband last?"
·
"Three months ago. Our baby was a year
old."
"Where was this?"
"On Long Island. I had seen him from time
to time, four or five months apart, since we were
married."
"He was a soldier then?"
"Yes. At last my mother died six months ago,
and I went to New York, as there was no one to
keep me."
"You found your husband there?"
"Yes, and then he went away, and I have not
seen him for three months. I had no money at
last, and I tried to find him. They told me he
was at Staten Island."
/
"And you went there?"
"Yes. The bay was not all frozen over, and
I went in a vessel."
"And you have been searching for him all this
time?"
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"For a month. They sent me from place to
place, and at last I heard that he was in Elizabethtown, and I set out to find him."
"'I am very sorry, ma'am, but unless he is possibly a prisoner here, I am afraid you will not
find him. What is his name? I can make en' quiries."
"His name is Ralph Bullings, and he says h_e
is the son of Sir Christopher Bullings, of Stoneton, England."
Dick and Bob changed glances.
"That is not a common name," said Dick, "although I have heard it. What sort of looking
man is your husband?"
"He is a large man, with big hands and feet,
hi s hair is light, and he has brown eyes. He has
a very commanding way with him, and I am sure
that he will be a general some day."
"And you love him?" asked Dick, with an expressive look at Bob.
"Why, yes,'' simply. "He is my husband, and
my baby's father. Of cours~ I love ~im."
"But you have seen very little of him, and he
has not seen to it that you had the means of
support."
"But he is a soldier, and has to be aw~y."
"You had best stay here till we can ·make enquiries. Your child is in good hands?"
"Yes."
"Then do not worry. I see you have a wedding
ring. H ave you your marriage certificate'!"
"Yes, I al".l'ays keep ~t, but w~y do you--"
"It is a wise precaution, that is all, but now
we must go on to the camp. Mak~, yourself comfortable h.ere, and do not worry.
.
Then Dick saw the landlady, and said:
"Make the poor creature comfortable, and keep
her here till you hear from me again, Mrs. Jobson."
"Very good, Captain,'' and then the boys left
the room.
CHAPTER IV.-What the Girls Said.
"What do you think, Dick?" asked Bob, as the
two young patriots rode on in the storm, which
had in no wise abated.
"! don't want to judge him too harshly without
knowing· more of the circumstances,'' replied
Dick.
"But doesn't it look as if this f ellow Bullings
had deserted his wife and child?"
"I should have to know more about it before I
de<"i1ir•d that, Bob."
"Yon are always ready to give everyone the
benr>fit of the doubt, Dick. but to me it looks
as if the man were a heartless scoundrel ."
"Wait and see, Bob. There may be some mistakP somewhere."
"Yes, of course, but what i s the poor girl to do
in the meantime? She is hardly more than a
girl, Dick."
"No, she is scarcely twenty. We will look af• ter her, Bob. Perhaps the girls will help us."
"Yes, I have no doubt they will. Jove! but this
is a storm !"
"Yes, but there are the campfires, and we are
almost at the end of our journey."
T hey we1·e soon at the camp of the Liberty
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Boys, and as they rode in and dismounted, a
number of the boys came forward to greet them ..
"We're glad to see you back again, Captain,"
said a handsome, dashy boy, somewhat younger
than Dick.
He was Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant
of the Liberty Boys, one of the bravest of the
troop, and thoroughly trusted by Dick.
"It is good to be back, Lieutenant,'' Dick answered. "They are feeling this severe weather
in the city."
"It will long be known as the year of the hard
winter, I am sure."
"Yes, for no such weather has ever been known
· here."
"You met with no accidents in your trip?"
. "No, and we picked up some valuable informabon. It may mean an expedition against the
enemy very shortly."
"That is good news, Captain," said Ben Spurlock, one of the liveliept and jolliest of the Liberty Boys.
·
"It will keep us warm these cold days to have a
fight with the enemy now and then," laughed
Sam Sa!!derson, Ben's chum.
"Then that will save firewood," observed Hany
Thurber, with a grin.
Dick and Bob went to the farmer' s hut. Mark
accompanying them, while the boys gathered
about the fires and talked about the good news
which Dick Slater had brought.
"I'll wager that they had plenty of adventures in the city. even if they did a:et out safe, "
. declared Harry Judson, the other Harry's chum.
"You can be sure that they did," spoke up a
dashy looking boy who was cunying a handsome
mare. "Those two never go anywhere that tl1ey
don't have · adventures."
"You're right,'' laughed Sam, "and you have
had your share of them with Dick."
"H'm! so have all of us," laughed hand some
Jack vVarren, "and were likely to have more of
them."
It was not late, although it was quite dark,
and, after changing their ordinary clothes for
their uniforms, Dick and Bob set out again. Dick
now rode a handsome black A~·abian, which he
had captured from the enemy some four years
before, while Bob was mounted on a fine bay.
Th e boys first went to headquarters, where Dick
reported what he had learned in New York.
L eaving headquarters, they rode into town and
halted at a fine house, where a n egro servant
took charge of their horses. Entering-, they were
greeted by three or four young ladies , two of
whom were their sisters, and also their sweethearts. Dick's sister, Edith, was Bob's sweetheart, while Bob's sister, Alice, was Dick's.
"So you two boys have got back safe from the
city without having been in pri son or had any
stirring adventures, have you?" asked Alice.
"vVhy they don't get into p1·ison every time
they go to New York, my dear," said Edith.
"Well, not every one, nerhaps," laugh ed Alice,
"but often enough to make me worry until I see
them back again, safe and sound."
The two girls lived in Westchester, in New
York, but were at the time on a V'isit to friends
in Elizabethtown.
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"We did not get into prison this time, my g i1·l,"
sa id Dick, smiling, "but we did have adventures,
some. of them in the city, and some elsewhere."
He thereupon related how they had met the
young woman on the ice, all the girls being greatJy interested.
"If we were g·oing home we could take the poor
thing with us," said Edith, who was a most sympathetic girl.
·
"Yes, but our two .brothers won't think of o~r
going home In this weather, to say nothmg of
these girls," declared Alice.
"Mrs. Slater is in much better health than
usual, and is in good hands," said one of the
other girls, "and so there is no need of your going now."
"And as for the poor young· thing, we can take
care of her here as well as not," said the other.
"She certainly needs care," replied Dick, "and
if the girls were going home, I should certainly
send her with them."
"She must miss her little boy greatly," said
Katie Cutter, the eldest of the girls' friends.
"He is in good hands at present," answered
Dick, "and it would be dangerous to move him."
"And risky for you to go to Staten I sland as
well." added Hetty, Katie's sister.
"As for that part of it," laughed Bob, "we
may be g·oing- to Staten I sland again in a short
time. althoug·h not as far as wl1ere the child is
staying, perhaps."
"Bring her h ere, Captain," said Katie. "Do
you think that this man has deserted her?"
"If he is a spy in the British service an~l operating around New York, it seems very strang11
that he could not see her more frequently, or at
least provide sufficient means for her maintenance," answered Dick.
"I think the fellow has simply abandoned her,"
l'putt€l'ed Bob, who was of an impetuous nature.
"He has the look of a man who would do a thing
like that."
"At any rate the poor woman needs care," Dick
continued, "whether h e has actually deserted her
er not. It may have been mere carelessness, and
then he may have been looking for her in one
place while she was searching for her in another."
"Somebody seems to have known where he was,
at any rate."
"Yes fox we know from what he said that he
has only lately been in Elizabethtown," said Dick.
The two girls renewed their requests that the
poor young woman be brought there, their mother seconding them when she heard of the case.
The boys spent a very pleasant hour with the
girls, and then set out for the camp. Although
the greater part of the people of the n eighborhood were patriots, there were sonie very bitter
Tories living thereabout. The boys never discussed important matters in public, therefore, not
knowing who might overhear them. They were
riding along when. in front of a tavern where
. there was a bright light, they saw a group of
:four or five rough looking men.
"Miserable young- rebels!" snarled one.
"They won't put on so many airs' when the redcoats come over," growled another.
"You are right, Jim BuHings, they won't."
. Dick was out of the saddle in a moment.
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"Which of you is named Bullings?" he asked.
"That's my name, if you want to know,"
growled the second man who had spoken.
"You are a Tory, but you may be worse. Where
is your wife?"
"What do you want of me?" demande·ct a
shrewish looking woman at the tavern door.
"Here, you" Jim, come in here and 'tend to business, 'stead o' standin' out there, wastin' time."
The man bore a slight resemblance to the spy,
but this, ·as well as his bearing the same name,
might be merely an accident.
"All right, missus," he said, going in.
"It may be as well for you men not to express
your opinions too openly in a . town where there
are so many patriots," said Dick.
The men muttered something and then went
away in different directions, while Dick mounted
and rode on.
CHAPTER V.-The Expedition.
"Who is Jim Bullings, Dick?" Bob asked, as he
and Dick rode on to the camp.
"A Tory, but whether he is any kin to the other
one, I do11't know."
"His being here may have been the cause of
the mistake."
"Yes , but the other does_not seem to have been
very careful about his wife and child."
"I should say it was more than that," emphatically. "It looks to me like actual neglect."
Dick rode over to the tavern in the morning
and saw the poor woman.
"What is your husband's name?" he asked.
"Ned," the woman answered.
"Did you ever hear him speak of Jim Bullings ?"
"No, he said he was the son of a baronet in
England, and that there was no one of the name
in thi s country."
"There is a Jim Bullings in this town, and he
keeps a tavern, and is a Tory."
"I never heard of him."
"He may be no relation, of course, and your
husband may not have known ot him. Ned Bullings has been here recently, however. I heard
him say so."
".You have seen him?" excitedly.
"Yes, yesterday in New York. I had not mentioned it before, but I can tell you now."
Dick then told of his meeting with Bulling5 in
the city.
"Perhaps he is looking for me," the poor woman said . "Do you think I ought to go back?" in
an anxious tone.
•
"No, you had better stay here till I can see him
again. I am going to take you to some friends
of mine."
He did this, and then went to the tavern in
town. H e saw Jim Bullings in the taproom, and
a sked:
"What relation is N ed Bullings to you?"
The tavernkeeper colored, and then answered
shortly:
"He ain't none. I clon't know no such person.
There ain't any more Bullings in Jersey."
"Are you r elated to Sir Christopher Bullings,
of Stoneton, England."
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"No, 1 ain't. I don't know of any such person. boys were generally prepared to start for any
point at a moment's notice, and so Dick did not
We are Americans."
"Well, Ned Bullings has deserted his wife, and have to give them explicit directions.
she is in the town. You may be called upon to
contribute to her support."
"l dunno Ned Bullings, I t ell you," with a
CHAPTER VI.-An Important Capture.
snarl. "What's his wife and child to me?"
"I said nothing about a child," said Dick,
Lord Stirling set out from De Ha1t's Point
quietly, and the tavernk eepe~· colored.
"Yes, you did. Well, anyliow, I donno 'em, an' that night with a force of twt::nty-five hundred
men. The British and Hessian force numbered
.
you can't call .on me fur a .penny." .
"Did you give Ned Bullmgs any mforrnat1on only about twelve hundred, and the American
when he was in Elizabethtow n ?" Dick continued. commander hoped to capture them. The ice was
"I tell you I dunno any N ed Bullings," roared solid enough to hold an army, and the night was
the man. "What do you keep talking about him 1 very cold, the storm of the night before having
ceased soon after the boys had returned to
to me for?"
"He is a British spy, and you are a Tory, so I camp. The Liberty. Boys were all mounted, and
thought you w9uld have feelings in common. Tell made good progress, forming a part of the advance guard. On they swept, and_ it seemed as
him, if you see him again, that--"
if they ought to carry everything before them.
"But I donno him, I tell yerl" with a shout.
"And I tell you that you do," in a quiet tone. As Dick was riding at the head of his company
''You have been lying, Jim Bullings. Do you of brave boys he heard the sharp click of a
horse's hoofs in advance. H e rode on faster,
suppose I don't know?"
The tavernkeeper 's face grew scarlet as he and could just make out the outlines of a man
riding at full speed.
heard this plain talk.
"Someone ha s learned of the expedition and is
"You colored when I spoke of him," continueJ
Dick. "You mentioned his child when.I spoke going to give the alarm," he said to himself.
On went the patriots but, as they neared the
only of his wife. You are both liars, and so I
fort, out swarmed a force of British and H esthink YO\l mmt be related."
"I donno nothin' about him," said the other, sians and opened fire upon them. The alarm
nut not so loud'. "I ai11't got no relations about was given, and a boat was sent through the
channel to New York to summon reinforcemen ts.
here, an' I n ever heard o' Ned Bullings."
"You won't forget what I .said?" said Dick, The patriots charged vigorously, and the enemy
were d1·iven back to the fort. Dick made a bold
carelessly, as he turned to go.
Bullings snarled something in reply, and Dick dash with his Liberty Boys, cornered a detachment of the enemy, and captured a number or
went out.
"The fellow won't admit it, but he does know them. ~h~ n!ght was bitterly cold, and many of
something about Ned Bulijngs," he said to him- Lord St1rlmg s men were severely frostbitten on
self. "Perhaps I may make him admit it, some accoun~ _of being insufficiently clad. His position
was critical, there was nothing to do but retreat.
day."
Riding to the cqmp, he saw Bob, and related Away the;,r went, therefore, with their prisoners, the Liberty Boys keeping theirs separate. A
what had taken place at the tavern.
" These two men know each other," said Bob. deta?hment of cavalry set out in pursuit of the
patriots, but Lord Stirling rallied and attacked
"Jim Bullings will bear watc'hing."
"Yes, but we do not want any help from him them.
for that poor woman. He must be watched to see
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick. "Down
that he gives no information to the enemy con- with the Hessians. Drive back the redcoats."
cerning 1.he operations of the patriots."
The plucky fellows fired a ringing volley and
"Very true. The other fellow was over there charged. The enemy were repulsed, and then the
to see what he could learn."
patriots went on, and soon reached the Jersey
"And saw me, without my knowing it. That shore. Dick then looked over his prisoners preis how he recognized me, in New York."
paratory to giving them in charge of Lord' Stir"Yes, but he was not sure of it."
ling. Th'e Liberty Boys never kept prisoners and
·
"No, I puzzled him."
rarely to?k them. This time they had had a 'good
"You are always on your guard, Dick."
opportumty, however, and had accepted it. Great"It is the only safe plan. If I had betrayed ly to Dick's surprise, upon looking over the prismyself, ex.en for an instant, we would both have oners, he saw Bullings, the spy he had met in
been an-ested."
New York.
"Very true, and you got the best of the fellow,"
"I am not a soldier at all, I am a private citifrom
message
a
received
Dick
day
the
in
Later
zen, and I demand that I be released immediatethe
with
prepared
be
him
Lord Stirling, bidding
ly," said Bullings to some of the boys. ,
Liberty Boys, to cross over to Staten I sland
"You may not be a soldier, Ned Bullings" said
exthis
that evening. Dick had expected that
Dick, "but you are a spy of the enemy, 'and I
pedition would be sent out, and after what he cannot
let you go."
had heard in New York, he was not surprised. He
The man turned the color of ashes, and retorttold Bob and Mark, but the Liber ty Boys them:
selves would know nothing of it until the time ed, stammeringly
"My n ame is not Ned Bullings, it is J eremiah
came to get out. The whole affair was to be
kept so that the Tories in town should not give Bywater, and I am the son of a Welsh baron. You
warning to the Hessians on Staten I sland. The have no right--"
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"Very t r ue, but you are a spy, n evertheless."
"You recognized me so well in N ew York, it is
Ben now came up and said that the boat was
strang-e that you do not know me now," said
ready.
.
Dick.
"I deman d to be r eleased," said Bullings. "You
"I never saw you b efore in all my life," said
are committing a great outrage. I won't
rebels
face.
his
into
came
sh
flu
telltale
a
Bullings, but
you."
with
go
Bob,
said
lying,"
of
pastmaster
"You are a
"I think you will," said Dick, quietly. "Tie
·
with a laugh.
h ands, Ben."
"I think he is the veriest bungler myself," add- hi sThe
man's hands were tide behind him, and
ed Dick. "His lies won't stand the test, for no
taken to the boat. Bob and Ben sat
was
he
one believes them."
and rowed, while Sam was in the bow
"I demand my instant release," sputtered Bull- amidships
to guard again st their being struck by cakes of
ings. "I am no soldier, and--"
sat in the stern with the pi.:isoner
"But you are a spy," said .Dick. "Why did you ice. Dick The boat was a clumsy, fl '.lt-bottomed
alongside.
desert your wife and son?"
unwieldly to handle. It was the
"I have no wife, and never had one. You mis- affair,therather
could get, however, and ~hey had
boys
best
else."
someone
for
take me
to be satisfied . When they pushed off Dick fonnd
"No, there is no mistake," said Dick. "Vle that the tide was setting strona: up stream instead
the
have
will keel? you, Mr. Dullings. Lieutenant,
of down.
others turned over to Lord Stil'iing."
"We will have some trouble,'' he thought, "but
Bu!Jings was taken to the camp of the Liber- perhaps we can manage."
ty Boys and put in a hut under a strong guard.
Then• was a low bridge over the creek not far
Thei·e wa no chance of his escaping, as the boys above them, and some houses near them. When
were most watc11ful. Dick did not see him again they got out into the stream the cunent began
that night, but in the morning he said to Bob:
take them toward the bridge.
" Ve will take our prisoner to the house and to "Pull strong, boys." said Dick. "You may
sec if the pOOl' woman recognizes him."
tp fake an oar, Sam."
"And if she does?" asked Bob, with a serious have
"All right, Captain."
look.
"He will have to explain m atters, that i s all."
"It is a se:l'ious affair for him, anyhow, Dick,
whether he lies out of this or not."
CHAPTER VIL-A Hot Chase.
"Yes, for he is an avowerl spy, even if we did
not c2.tch hin:i in our camp."
The cunent was very swift. a!ld the creek was
"It will be imprisonment fo:r: him, if nothing full of floating cakes of ice. These were big· and
\vors.e.''
jagged, and there wa$ dam("er rf some o.f them
"Vei:y true.I'
colliding with the boat and either cansizing or
The camp was at once side of tbe town on a crushing it. The bridge wf?s not very high above
creels: which emptied into the Kill. On account the water, and the boat would nc>t n ..'lFS under it
of t}J.e tide running up into this and the fresh unless the bo~' S lay fl at on the hottom. There
water running down, it was not alway!" :frozen was scarcely time to do this now, however. Great
over. It was often filled with ice, and at the cakt>s of ic~ were bearing down upon them, borne
tu rn cf the tide wa s generally Yerv s,·;ift and · by the rapid current, and they were in great dandangerous. It 'vas a shorter way hy the creek ger. Bob and Ben were bending lu stily upon the
than by the road, however 1 and thP boys often oars,_ but could not make any headway against
we11t tha w:w. Afte1· breakfast, Dick and Bob the tide.
being ready. Dick said to Ben Spurlock:
"Qnick, Sam, get an oar," cried Dick.
" T 11 S::lm to get the boat ready, Ben, and we
''.All rig;ht, Captain," and Sam sprang to obey.
will bke the prisoner to the town."
The swift current was carrying the boat dan"Vei.:y good, Captain. SI1all I get the prison- gerously near the bridge. Th e prisoner sudd enly
leaped up, and Dick saw tlu•t lie had freed his
er ?"
"Yes, bring him hero."
hands. . H e sprang upon the bridge, gave a backBen went away and shortly returned with ward kick, anrl sent the boat out again. Dick
made a g1:ab for him with both hands, but failed
Bulling s.
"Do you still deny that you are Ned Bullings?" to c~tch 111m. Ben leaped .to hi s feet. whipped out
·
Dick asked.
a pistol and fired. In spite of Bob's tugging at
"Yes, I am not Ned Bullings, and I never saw the oars the boat swung broadside to the bridge.
you in my life before yesterday."
Ben's $hot struck the rail, leaving the escaped
"There is a youn g woman in town who calls spy unhanped.
"Quick. boys," cried Dick. "Gft rn the bridge.
herself M1·F. Bullings. She may have a different
Neve>r mind the boat. We mustn't let this fellow
story to tell."
escape."
Bullin~s colored, and answered doggedly:
He ~eld on_ to one of the uprights supporting
"J: can't h elp it, if women tell lies. She is married to some man of that name, no doubt, but it the bridge rail and k ept the boat steady
'.'Make haste, boys. Drop your oars Bob " he
is not mine."
'
'
"You are a spy, at any r ate,· even if you are said .
The boys all scrambled out of the beat drawing
not the poor woman 's husband."
"I am not. I was out taking a walk when I themselves upon the bridge. Down cam~ a great
was carried on by the troops. You did not take • j agged cal<e of ice weighin ir three or four hundred pounds, and str u ck the boat broadside. It
me in your camp."
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crushed the timbers and carried the rail of the
boat under water, which quickly poured in. Dick
was out in good time, however, and now went
racing over the bridge after the boys. The prisoner was fleet of foot, and there was every incentive for him to escape besides. He dashed
across the bridge at full speed, and made h~s way
toward the house just on the other side. This was
occupied by a rank Tory, as Dick knew. He
would give the man a safe shelter, once he knew
that the fugitive was fleeing from the Liberty
Boys. Bullings Il'.).USt not reach ~he house, therefore, if the boys could prevent him. Sam fired a
shot which carried off his hat, and Ben sent another through the skirts of his coat. They did
not wish to kill him, or even to injure him seriously. If they could disable him sufficiently to
prevent his getting away, that would be enough.
Leaving the bridge, the man ran up the road at
a terrific pace. Even Dick Slater, fleet of foot
as he was, could not run much faster. He quickly passed the others, and said:
"Go past the house, Bob, he may not go inside."
,
.
. Bullings was at that moment leaping the fence
at the side of the road. Dick flew after him, Ben
following, and Sam and Bob keeping together.
The man darted around a corner of the hou se,
Dick pursuing and gaining on him. As Dick
tur·n ed the corner he saw Bullings dart around
a corn crib. Then a rough looking man came
around it and said, sharply:
"Here, you rebel, what are you doing, trespassing on--"
Dick upset him in his haste, and fl ew after the
fugitive. The latter had just run into a barn at
a little distance.
"Hurry, boys, this way!" Dick cried.
The man Dick had upset, who. was the owner
of the house, got up in great dudgeon. He sta1-ted to argue the case with Ben, as well as to stop
him.
"I'll talk about it next week," laughed Ben,
dodging the irate Tory and hurrying on.
He saw Dick go into the barn and followed.
"Here, come out of that, you thundering rebels," stormed the angry householder.
Bob and Sam dashed around the house on the
farth er side, and raced toward the barn. A big
dog came bounding toward them, when Bob put
him on his back with an adroit kick
"Lie there and behave yourself, you ugly
brute !" cried the young lieutenant.
Dick ran into the barn, Ben f,pllowing not far
behind. He heard a door in the rear slam, and
hurried on. Throwing open the door, he saw the
fu gitive leaping the barnyard fence. Not far
away was a patch of thick woods.
"This way, boys!" he shouted.
"Around the barn, Bob!" yelled Ben.
The dog did not molest th~ boys further, having
eTidently learned a lesson. The spy was making
for the woods at a hot pace, as Bob and Sam
rounded the barn and came in sight of Dick and
Ben.
"After him, boys!" cried Dick. "\Ve must have
him at all hazards."
Bullings dashed into the woods, Dick and Ben
not far behind. Ben was keeping up bravely,
~!though he wa!l breathing heavily.
The four
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boys were soon in the woods, hurrying on after
the fugitive. They saw him from time to timet
although the woods were thick. The chase was
too hot for the fellow to attempt to hide, and he
was obliged to keep right on. On the other side
of the woods was a road leading into town, Dickf_
knew. Through the woods he dashed, the others
coming out at different points soon afterward.
Coming in sight of the roaq, Dick saw Bullings
stop a wagon driven by a stoutly built man. It
was Jim Bullings, the tavern keeper. He had
been going out of town, but, as Ned Bullings
scrambled in at the tail of the cart, Jim quickly turned and went the other way. If he had kept
on as he was going, he might have been stopped
by Bob and Sam. Now he rattled off toward
town, and Ned Bullings waved his hand as he
got upon the seat with the tavern keeper. Dick
beckoned to the others, and they quickly came
up.
"It was a hot chase," he said, "and he would
have been caught, only for this unfortunate
event."
"He was determined to get away," said Bob
"but this fellow comi ng along t this time wa~
the only thing that saved him."
"It's too bad," sputtered Ben. "Now he'll get
away and do more mischief."
The cart and the two Tories quickly disappeared from sight, and Dick remarked sagely :
"There is little use of crying over spilled milk.
We gave the fellow a hot chase, and we might
have' caught him, but we didn't."
"No, and that's the worst of it," declared Bob.
"Jim Bullings is known to be a Tory, and now
he has aided a nJan known to be a British spy"
Dick ,~0ntinued.
'
"And he is likely to get himself in trouble,"
added Bob. "We could arrest the fellow if we
chose."
"But meantime the spy has escaped, and that
would not do us much good," said Ben.
"No, it would not," agreed Dick. "Suppose we
go into the town, Bob. Ben, you and Sam keep
an eye on this Tory. I doubt if he will harbor
this fellow in his tavern, but you had better
watch it."
"Y.ie will," said Ben, "and if the fellow is there.
we will have him out."
Dick and Bob took a road which would lead
them to the house of the Cutters, while Ben and
Sam took another. The poor woman will be
made comfortable, even if we have not proved
anything as yet," declared Dick.
"Yes, but we may get the best of the slippery fellow yet," muttered Bq_b.
"I trust that we may."
CHAPTER VIIL-Another Trip to the I sland.
Ben and Sam met Jim Bullings between his
tavern and the shore, driving his cart at a leisurely gait.
"So you got your namesake to a safe place,
did you, Jim?" asked Ben.
"I don't know what you're talking about,"
growled the tavern keeper.
"And you haven't seen us before, to-day, I sup.
pose?" continued Sam.
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"No, I haven't, and I don't know you from a
side o' sole leather.'
"How do you know you have not met us, then?"
" 'Cause you're rebels, an' I haint met no rebels
to-day."
•
"Lying comes as easy to you as giving short
measure in your ale, doesn't it, Jim?" cihuckled
Ben.
He only guessed at the latter, but it seemed as
if he had hit the m~rk, by the way that Bullings
colored.
"I'll tan your hide for you, confound you!" he
snarled, a s he reached for his whip.
"Come on," laughed Ben. "You have been
helping a spy escape, and you may get in trouble
for it.''
"Get up," growled the tavern keeper, snapping
hi s whip, and t]1e horse went ahead a; a gallop.
"That is something he does not care to discu s " laughed Sam.
" Evidently not," agreed Ben. "I guess we hit
the ma r k t wo or three times, and he didn't like
it."
"\Veil, we are not setting out to plea se Tories,
an yhowf' with a grin, "and if h e doesn 't like it,
he'll have to put up with it somehow.''
Further on the boys met Jack vVarren, mounted en a fine b ay mare.
"D id th at spy get away, Ben?" h e a sked.
" Yes, but we gave him a hot chase. Jim Bullings h elped him, or he would not."
"H'lJ1 ! I met Jim Bullings with a fellow who I
th oug11t was the spy, but I wasn't sure, for I
supn9sed that he was safe with you.''
".Ji m sent him over to Staten I sland, I guess,"
r ema rked Sam.
"I houldn't wonder, but how did he get away,
S··q11 ? "
/
v Th.e boys told the story, Jack being greatly int e1·ested. ·
"WPll. it's too bad," he said, "but it couldn't
be helper!, and we may nab the fellow yet."
"Yes " r ejoined Ben. "If you meet the captain, tell him that we met Jim Bullings and that
the ot her fellow got away.''
Jack then rode on, while Ben and Sam went
throug-h the town and so on around to the camp.
Meantime Dick and Bob had gone to the Cutter
house, where the girls were greatly sm·prised to
see them on foot.
"We set out in a boat," said Dick, "but that
got crushed by the ice, and then we had a chase
after a spy, and finally lost him, and so here we
are.''
Then, as Mrs. Bulling;; was not in the room,
Dick related the story of his adventures ..
"The man denied that he was married," he
continu~d, "and p::;otested that his name was not
Bullings, as he did when we captured him.''
"He was simply lying, not to put too fine a
point upon it," laughed Bob.
The man has deserted his wife, I believe,'' said
Dick, "or he would not have denied it when he
saw that we knew about him, a s he did.''
"He is a scoundrel," declared Bob, impulsively, "as are all Tories.''
"I wouldn't say that,'' said Dick, smiling, "but
thi s man is one, certainly."
"The poor woman wants to see her boy," said
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Alice. "She has told us just where he is. I told ·
her that it would be rather dangerous to bring
the little fellow over, in such weather."
"I think, perhaps, #I could manage that part
of it," said Dick,_ quietly.
"But, Dick, think of the danger of going over
to Staten Island, where the enemy are in &11ch
force."
"I think I could manage that part of it, too,"
replied Dick.
"It would delight the poor woman very much,
but think of the danger.''
"Dick never does when he has to do anything,"
laughed Bob.
"You don't think of it yourself, Bob," answered
Edith.
·
"Well, I've caught that from Dick,'' chuckling.
"He has taught me a lot of things."
"Except not to be saucy, brother Bob," said
Alice, pertly.
"Well, I take my sauciness from-someone
else," said Bob.
"From me, I suppose?"
"Well, I didn't say so, but since you have
guessed it--"
Bob dodged to escape a playful box on the ear.
"Don't say anything about our having seen the
man," said Dick. "I will get his child. The
poor girl wants him, and she ought to have him."
"I'll go with you, Diek," said Bob. "Perhaps
we will pick up some more information, as we
did before.''
"Very well, but I must see Lord
rling and
get his permission."
"You won't have any trouble on that score, old
man. Lord Stirling wants all the information
he can get, and you are one of the champion
spies of our cau.se.''
"You will be careful, won't you, Dick?" said
Alice, eagerly.
"Yes, my girl, I will, but I never run foolish
risks.''
Dick sho1·tly left the house with Bob,. after
seeing the unfortunate woman for a few mmutes,
and went first to the camp to get his horse, and
then to Lord Stirlinrr's ouarters. He readily obtained permission to go to Staten Island, and
then set about forming a plan of operations. Both
shores were well guarded, he knew, and the enemy's spies would be more than usually vigilant
after the events of the previous night. If Bullings had escaped to Staten Island, as was likely, he would be on the watch for any ch'.lnce to be
revenged upon Dick. As he had to brmg back a
young child, 9e would not go on horseback, but
would fake a sleigh and one or two horses. He
aot a note from tlfo poor woman to her friend,
telling the latter to let Dick take the little boy.
Then he secured a comfortable sleigh and a pair
of strong horses, for they would have to make
irood time. For himself he provided a suit of
black and a cocked hat of beaver, a greatcoat
with a fur collar and a pair of heavy gloves.
There were plenty of robes in the sleigh, as the
child would have to be kept warm. Then, t o
carry out his disguise, he had a medicine case
and a pass made out to Dr. Bolus, permitting
the said doctor to go and come freely, as he waa
on important business. Bob was dressed as ~he
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"Was her father well-to-do?"
coachman of the aforesaid, and quite looked the
"He was considered so, but thei:e was little left
character. He wore a suit of livery, a beaver
hat with a smart cockade in it, a greatcoat with when he died."
"Did Bullings have means?"
a wide collar, and a pair of top boots, and han"I never saw any evidence of it, but then I saw
dled the reins with the air of a professional jarvey. As they were about to leave the Point a but little of him. My impression was that he
was an adventurer, and a fortune hunter."
soldier stepped up and demanded Dick's pass.
"And I believe you are right,'' said Dick. "Did
"This is Dr. Bolus, the great physician,'' said
he ever look you squarely in the face?"
Bob. "We are on an important. case."
"No, and I do not think he was truthful."
"Show the gentleman my pass, and give him a
"He is not. I have met him. You are a loyalshilling, James,'' said Dick in a gruff voice, peering over his big horn-bowed spectacles from out ist, but I think I can trust you. I am a patriot,
but I do not fear that you will betray me. I
his high fur collar.
The sentry was greatly impressed, both with will tell you what I know of the man."
Dick then related his meeting with the men
Dlck's importance and the shilling, and the sleigh
'
his capture and escape.
and
with
trouble
no
had
Bob
on.
go
to
allowed
was
woman
the
same?"
the
was
he
think
"You
they
and
whip,
excellent
an
the horses, being
fairly flew over the ice. He landed some miles asked.
"Yes, I will' describe him." And he did so.
below where they had been the night before, and
"That is his appearance, exactly. That is poor
here had no difficulty in passing the guards. Bob
knew the roads on Staten I sland, and had no Mollie's husband."
"The marriage was a genuine one?"
difficulty in finding his way t o the farther side
"Yes, and I signed the -certificate as a witof the island.
"If we get back as easily as we have come, we ness."
. "T~en ~ullings i ~ disappointed at fintj,ing that
will have great cause for congratulatio n," he
his wife 1s not a rich woman, and has 'deserted
said.
"Yes, but the journey will not be finished till her. H e will try to deny the marriage, as he
we are back in Elizabethtow n, Bob,'' said Dick, has alreadv denied it. She is better off without
"and many things can happen before that time." a man of that sort."
"Yes, but what will the poor child do?"
"Very true, but we are not likely to meet our
"She will find friends who will see that she
late prisoner."
"We are as likely to meet him as anyone, has such work that she can do, to support hcrBob," said Dick. "It is only the unexpected that helf and boy. May I take him now?"
"Yes, I will bring him."
happens, so we must be prepared for anything."
_Mrs. Bolton went away, presently returning
with a pretty golden haired boy, the living image
of the unfortunate woman. H e looked at Dick
'
and then ran to him, and said:
CHAPTER IX.-A Slight Interruption.
"I like 'oo. Has 'oo come to take me to iny
the
only
was
it
and
expeditious,
been
Dick had
muvver?"
middle of the afternoon when he reached the
"Yes, my bey," said Dick. "\Vi> are going in a
the
Leaving
house of 'the poor woman's friend.
sleigh, with lots of warm robes and with two
big
a
sleigh and horses at an inn, and assuming
horses."
fine
the
less consequential garb and air, he went to
"Goody!" cried the boy. "We will see my
house and inquired for Mrs. Bolton. He was met
by a kindly, middle-aged woman, to whom he de- muvver soon?"
"It is a long ride, but you will be warm. Do
livered the note.
"The little fellow has been asking to see his you want to see your father, too?"
The child.'s brow clouded, and he clenched his
mother,'' the lady said. "Did she reach Elizachubby fists angrily, shook his golden curls vigorbethtown safely? Did she find her husband?"
..It was a perilous undertaking, ma'am, for •msly, and replied:
"No! My favver bad man, make muvver c'y.
one so young and inexperienced , and I fear that
she would have peri shed, had we not most for- No want to see he; won't!" and the little fellow
struggled to get out of Dick's arms, where he
tunately come upon her."
"I was opposed to her going, but she seemed had nestled.
"I am not going to take you to him, I am goso anxious to go that I could not prevent her
ing to take you to your mother,'' soothingly.
setting out. Did she find her husband?"
"Is 'oo?" and the boy looked up eagerly into
"D'o you know anything about the man,
Dick's face.
ma'am?" asked Dick, cautiously.
"Yes."
"I hear from Molly that he is a man of great
"Den I go wiz 'oo. Yu got horse, sleigh?"
importance, but I think that he might spare more
"Yes, and you will be warm and safe.·'
of his time for his wife and child."
"Dat all yite. Me dwive. Neddy make horse
"You have not seen him?"
"I saw him at the wedding. We came over go gitty yup?"
"Perhaps," laughed Dick, "but it is pretty cold,
here shortly after that."
"How were you impressed? You may speak and the frost would bite Neddy's nose and
cheeks."
frankly, ma'am, for I am no friend of hii:;."
"Me no f'aid, me yike dwive horse, -say gitty
"Then if I may say so, I did not like him. If
he were the son of a b'lronct, why should he yup!" and the boy drove an imaginary pair of
horses with great gusto.
want to marry a farmer's daughter?"
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"Then we will go now. We will dress him
warmly, Mrs. Bolton? It is not far to where I
have my horses, but it is cold."
''I can wrap him in a blanket, but I have no
warmer cloth~s for him."
"I wjll wrap him in my great coat then, till
I get to the tavern. It is quite big enough for
both o u s."
"You arc on a dangerous mission, Captain. If
you were discovered, you would be arrested."
"Yes, I know the risk I run," Dick answered,
"but I am willing to take it for the mother's
sake, and for the boy's.'.'
Mrs. Bolton got the child's hat and coat, and
Dick, putting OJ1 ,his own greatcoat, buttoned the
boy inside with his pretty face just peeping out
at the collar . He then took leave of the kindhearted woman, and hastened to the inn, where
Bob was waiting for him. The boy1 felt the cold,
and snu ggled down close to Di ck, who held him
firmly, burying his face in the fur collar. Bob
came out of th e i1'.ln yard as he saw Dick, and
said, in a low tone:
"The fellow is here, Dick. He wanted my team
,... to take him to New York. He is anxious to get
there."
"He did not recognize you?"
"No. You've got the little fellow, I see ?"
"Yes. We mu t make haste. If there were
more of us we might capture him and take him
back with us.;'
"Yes, but he might make trouble."
Bob jumped down, opened a warm fur robe on
the big rear seat, and then took the little fellow
from Dick and put him in it, wrapping him up
snug and ' warm.
"There you are, my little man," he laughed.
"If you are cold, you can pull in y our head like
a turtle, and never feel the frosty air."
"Is 'oo the coachman?" asked the child.
"Yes, I am James, the · coachman," with a
laugh.
"Will 'oo let me dwive ze horses an' say gitty
yup?"
"Well, not just now," with a laugh. "Some
time."
Dick got in and sat next to the boy, and Bob
was about to take his own seat 'Vhen Bullings
came alo_ng. He saw the child, who uttered a
sudden e,ry of alarm, and said sharply:
"What are you doing with that child?"
"Taking him to his mother," said Dick.
"You shall not. Neddy, come to father."
"No!" and the child cowered under the robe,
hiding his head and snuggling close . to Dick.
"Jove ! I know you now. You are the rebel,
Slater. Ha! this is a daring scheme, but you
sh all not carry it out. Hello, rebels, reb--"
He a,ttempted to seize Dick and dra:z him from
the sleigh, when Bob promptly trippecl him up,
cansing him to fall headfirst in a snowdrift. ThJm
Bob quickly sprang upon hi s seat, caught up the
reins, and drove away with the speed of the
wind.
CHAPTER X.-A Dangerous Trip.
It was a few moments before Bullings could
scramble out of the snowdrift and get his breath.
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Quickly clearing his nose, mouth and eyes of the
snow which tilled them, he shouted:
"Rebels, rebels, i;top the rebels, there they go
in th a t sleigh, top the rebels!"
Some few men came running up, and one sai d:
"If they' re rebels, somebody'll stop 'em, but
you don't expect us to catch wild hos ~es , do
you?"
"They have stolen my child, tl1ey are kidnapers, child stealers," cried Bullings, hurryi1:g
after the swiftly glicling sleigh.
.
The cry of "child stealers" had a greater effect than th ut, of "rebels," and a crowd quickly
gathered. It imped ed ·the man's progress, however, and while Bullings was explaining tho
sleigh turned a corner and disappeared. Boo
took the most direct road across the island now,
and made the horses fairly fly. The child drew
dose to Dick, who held him firmly, and drew up
the robe so that the cutting wind should not
strike his t ender face.
"We are in a hurry now, ·1-.reddy," he m id,
putting hi s face close to the boy's. "We are hurrying to get away from the bad man."
"Hurwy up!" said the child.
Bob needed no admonition to make haste and
he quickly left the town and went speeding ~lon"'
on the open road. There was no sound of pur".'..
suit, but it was fast approaching sunset, an1!
after t hat it would soon be dark. Dick kept the
boy well covered and thoroughly warm for the
air was biting, and he could not have' exposed
his face a moment without feeling it inten sely.
It was nearly dark when they reached the other
side of the island, aid snowflakes were beginning
to fall.
"You had better let me drive, Bob," ,said Dick.
"It will be dark, al}d there will be snow."
The horses were well blanketed, but they felt
the cold nevertheless, and were eager to be off.
A sentry approached and said:
"You must have important business to take
you over t o Jersey in the face of a storm, and
with the night coming down."
'
"We have," said Dick, "a case of life and
death."
Bob showed the pass and gave the guard half
a crown.
.,
"Take that to warm yourself, my man," he
said. "It is cruel weather for anyone to be out
in, and were it not that we are ne·eded, we would
n ever be out in it."
Dick was already on the seat, and now the
horses dashed out upon the smooth white road,
knowing that they were going home. The snow
began to fall heavily before they ceased to see
the lights on shore, and these were soon blotted
out. Neddy fell asleep in his warm nest, but it
was not the drowsiness caused by intense cold, for
he was as comfortable as could be, and Beb let
him sleep. The snow whistled all about them, but
Dick knew his way thoroughly, and held the
horses well in hand. He could not see ahead of
him, but he had the direction fully fixed in his
mind, and he did not vary from it. At length
he made out the town lights, although it was
still snowing heavily. It was not long before he
drove into the yard of the inn where he had first
left the poor woman. The horses were put un-
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der cover, fed and looked after, while Dick and
Bob made their way into th:! cosy parlor, Dick
carrying the sleeping child in his arms.
"Bless my heart, Captain," said the bustling
landlady, "you have never brought that baby
across the Kill in all this storm?"
"Yes, but you can see that he is thoroughly
warm and comfortable, and has not suffered from
the cold."
The boy presently awoke, in fact, and said:
"'Oo aren't my rnuvver. Neddy wants muv.
ver."
"In a little while, my little man," said Bob.
"The horses need a rest and something to eat."
"Neddy wants some supper," said the child,
promptly.
"What do you think, Dick?" asked Bob, taking Dick aside. "Had we better take him there
to-night?"
"We will wait and see. He may go to sleep
again."
The boys got their supper in the parlor, the
little boy sitting up to the table with them and
eating some bread and milk, and then falling
asleep. Dick left him in charge of Mrs. Jobson,
and then, as it was growing late, they took back
the horses and sleigh, and returned to camp.
Dick went around to the Cutter house the next
morning, taking the little boy with him. The
poor woman was overjoyed to see her child
again, and thanked Dick heartily for what he had
done. Dick saw Alice and Edith alone, while
Mrs. Bullings was fondling the child, and said:
"Bullings saw me taking the child away. He
knows that I will bring him here, and may try
to get him back."
"He does not know of this house, surely,
brother?" said Edith.
"No, but he may try to find out where I have
taken the boy, so you must be careful."
"We will do so," said Alice. "No stranger
will be allowed to enter, and, if Mollie goes out
with the boy, we will see that she is well protected."
.
"That is right, for I think that this man will
try to c~tain possession of the child, if only for
spite."
"No doubt, and we w?.l do all we can to see
that he does not."
"I know you will, my girl. I intend to keep a
watch upon him, also, and if any of the boys
should see him, he will be seized."
All of the Liberty Boys knew Bullings now,
anrl Dick had no need to tell the boys to keep a
lookout for him.

CHAPTER XL-An Unsuccessful Search.
That afternoon Dick called Bob and Mark, and
said:
"Patsy just told me he saw that fellow Bullings and drove him into an alley. He escaped,
but h e i8 somewhere in town, and we must find
him."
"He is a persistent rascal,'' declared Bob. "I
believe he means to get hold of the child, just as
you feared."
"Get a dozen or more of the boys, Bob, and

scatter them through the edge of the town. I
will take another dozen and go farther in."
The parties were quickly made up, and then
Dick showed Bob where Bullings had escaped,
and directed him to look in that section. Then
with hi s own narty, consisting of Ben, Sam,
Jack, the two Harrys, Will Freeman, George
Brewster, Arthur Mackay, Phil Waters, and
others, he went oil some little distance above,
sending the boys out in various directions. Ben
Spurlock and Sam Sanderson went together. As
they had so recently seen the spy they we~·e not
likely to fail to recognize him if they met him.
The other boys all had a good recollection of the
man also, and would kriow him jf they came
across him. The two Harrys went together,
while Jack Warren had for a companion Will
Freeman, who would be his brother-in-law some
day, according to the then appearances. Bob's
party made a thorough search of the outlying
section of the town, but saw nothing of Hullings.
If he were there, he kept well hidden, for the
boys saw no sign of.him. Dick's party searched
in taverns, shops and along the streets where
any number of persons were collected. They
were no more successfnl than Bob, however, f or
up to noon not the slip-htest trace of the man
had l:>een discovered. Dick met Jim Bullings
nea1· his tavern, and said:
"Have vou chanced to see Ned Bullin gs today, Landlord?"
"No. I hain't," growled the Tory. -"! t old y e.
I didn't know any such pusson."
"You have told me other things which I did
not believe," quietly.
"Well, I hain't seen him, if ye want to know."
"Did you ride ~head of us, and give' the alarm
the othe1· night, when we went over to Staten
Islancl.?"
•
"Huh! ye got drove back, didn't ye?" laugh ed
Jim Bullings. "It served ye just right, too."
"It was one of you Tories, at any rate, and
we are watching you to see that you do no m ore
mischief."
"Wull, I didn't say it was me, did I? You
can't arrest a man just simply because h e's a
Tory."
"No, but w e can watch any suspicious person," dryly.
"You fellers may be watched yer selve~ , " with
a snarl.
"Is Ned Hullings a brother of yours, or only
a cousin? You look something alike, but hardly
enough so to be taken for brothers."
"We're eousins, but ye can't bother me fur
what he does," snarling. '
"Oh, you are remembering things, aren't you?"
with a laugh. "You did not know him at all at
first."
"I hain't got time to talk to ye,'' growled Bullings, and, turning, he walked toward the tavern.
"He has not seen the man this morning," s:1id
Dick to himself. ·"I can tell when he is lying."
He wel}t hack to the camp at noon, stopping on
the way at the house near the creek, where Bull-·
ings had escaped. He saw the Tory owner near
~he gate, and said:
"We had a hot chase after a man near 111::1·e the
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other day. Have ycu LJ1.,;!1cell L0 :>te J11m today?"
·'No, I hain 't, an' I'm going to sue you rebels
for trespass an' o.' clestruy1n· crops what I had
planted an ' expected ter have cume up in ther
spring.''
.
. .
.
"I warn you against harbormg or a1dmg him,
for he is an avowed enemy of the country, and a
British spy to boot." ,
,.
.
.
"I donno the man, an wouldn t recogmze him
if I saw him again, so yer needn'ter threaten me,
yer blame rebel."
"Spare your compliments," laughed Dick. "The
ma n was making for this place, to demand a
shelter, no doubt, but we w.ere too hot ,~pon his
trail and he didn't have time to stop.
"Well if he wanted shelter, I'd give it to him,
fur all ~er rebels, an' if yer dared ter break inter my ·house, I'd--"
"Wait till the occasion arises before you say
what you would do," interrupted Dick. You
might change your mind."
Then he went on to the camp, and, as some
of the Liberty Boys bad already had their dinners h.e sent another narty out to look for Bulling s: The. e boys sent the others in as fast as
they met them, and Dick went out again after
dinner and stopped at the Cutter house. The
"hai:d winter" was doing its best to prove its title
to the name, for the cold was intense, and none
of th e boys cared to be out for too long a time.
In fact , Dick urged upon them all the necessity
of seeking shelter f r om time ~o time, so as ~ot
to run the risk of being fro stbitten. The parties
searching· for Bullings were r elieved every hour
or so, and different parts of the town and the
shore were visited. Dick learned that nothing
had b een seen of Bullings near the house, but
warned Alice and Edith, and the Cutter girls to
be extra cautious, on account of Mrs. Bullings
and the child. By sunset none of the Liberty
Boys had seen the spv, and Dick did not continue the search at night.
"The fellow either hid himself most carefully,"
he said to Bob, "or took himself out of town as
soon a s the hue and cry began."
"If he had been here, someone of us would certainly have seen him ." answered Bob, "for all
the boys know him."
"Yes, and that is why I think that he left the
town, for we certainly made a most thorough
search of it.''
Afte1· supper the fires were lighted, and the
boys gathered around them, ~ccupying themselves in various ways. . Sentries were posted,
and everyone was on the watch; not e~pec~i~g
danger, but being prepared for 1t. Then- v1g1!::tnce was r ewarded, for at a not late hour they
heard a la nre b ody of troops coming, and at
once raised an alarm.
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'·Knyphausen has sent over some of his H essians, as we feared," said Dick.
··res, but where were the guards to see them
before they could eJiect a landing·!" sputtered
Bob.
He was an impetuous boy, and always spoke hii;
mind freely.
"They could not be everywhere Bob" said
Dick.
'
'
·The sound of firi11g was now heard, and the
gallant Jads dashed towards the spot.
"It is a forlorn hope," said Dick, "but we must
do our best.'
The picket had been surprised, and a number
of officers and men captured by the time the
brave boys arrived. It was a forlorn hope, but
the gallant lads meant to do something. They
rushed. upon the enemy with the greatest impetuosity and delivered a telling volley. The
muskets ,crashed and roared, and the cracking of
the boy!' Jllstols echoed the sound.
"Down with the Hessians!" shouted Dick.
"Liberty forever, scatter the Hessian hirelings," fairly yelled the daring boys.
Muskets rattled and banged and pistols cracked, and not all the Hessians who came over from
Staten falan'd that night returned to it. It was
a forlorn hope, but the plucky boys were always
ready to takr! desperate chances, and they fought
n~o s t manfully. The town was aroused and the
militia turned out to aid the gaI!ant lads. The
He~~ia11s i;et fire to the town house, some private
residences and a church, and then fled. The
flames were in that part of the town where the
Cutters lived, and, full of apprehension, Dick
t onk a det<.;chment of the Liberty Boys and hurr ied thither. The Cutter house was not among
t hose set fire to, but was very near to one of
them. Dick fnund the inmates in a state of
great consternation.
"Oh, Dick," said Alice, "that 1nan has been
here and stolen the child.''
"Bullings ?" cried Dick, in great excitem1~nt.
"Yes. We were greatly alarmed, and ran out,
fearing the house would be destroyed.
"Yes, and then?"
"In the confusion this man rushed in, seized
the boy, blankets and all, and rushed out. I saw
him, but was too late to stop him."
"You saw him plainly, then; you recognized
him?" asked Dick.
"Yes, and the poor woman saw him and tried
to stop him, and, oh, Dick, he struck at her and
would have knocked her down, only--"
"Yes, what happened?'
"I was afraid to harm the boy, but I seized a
·chair and, how I ever did it I don't know, hit
him on the head with it.''
"Brave girl! But he got away?"
"Yes, the poor little fellow screamed with terror, but the man carried him utf."
"Then the poor woman recognized the man?"
"Yes, and could not un,derstand why he should
CHAPTER XII.-Bullings at Work.
be so cruel."
·
"It is either spite or he has some deep ,p urpose
The call to arms was quickly sounded, and the
brave boys came rushing out of their huts in all in it."
"What can it be, Dick?"
directions. - The horses >vere soon saddled, and
"I don't know, but you may be sure that he
the Liberty Boys dash ed out of camp to meet the
will not keep the child long. I will follow h illl
enemy.
·
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"No douLt."
and get the boy back, if I have to go right among
"Do you know that a criminal often remains
t he enemy."
"I um afraid it is a forlo1·n hope, Dick,'' Alice close to the scene of his crime, as the la st pl ace
to be searched?"
said.
"Yes, but most men wi sh to get as far a way
"\V el!, I ha ve led a forlorn hope before, my
g irl, a nd have succeeded, .and I ..:an do so a gain." a s possible."
'' But this man is clever. We must give him
"lt will kill the poor girl if her child is not
credi t for that."
r~.; tor c d to her,'' declared Alice.
" So I do. Then you mean to search for him
" P erh a p s the other man, the tavern k eeper,
told J-.im. He may have followed you. Th en the in town or around it first?"
"I think that is the best plan. Tell Mark to
Cutters are well known, and if it we re known
get a disguise, and pick out three or four good
t lul we were h ere, it would be easy to find it."
" Y cs, and he may have told him, or Bullings boys to go on the search."
"All right. Shall I get a disguise?"
m ay have discovered it by accident."
"Yes, but not here. The camp may be watch ed,
"What shall you do, Dick?" eagerly.
"Go after the fe llow. H e m a y be at Jim Bull- and if too many boys not in uniform lea ve it, we
may be susp ected."
ings' tavern now. I will see."
"Very good."
There was no further danger of trouble from
the H essians, and Dick took a party and went to
the tavern kept by Bullings. The place wa s dark
CHAPTER XIIl.-Tne Liberty Boys on the
awl seemed to have b een closed foT some time.
•Watch.
Th!re were men about the streets, and some of
th 8sc said that Bullings had closed the tavern
Dick and Bob rod e into the town in uniform
a1!d gone out as soon a s the alarm was sounded.
"It was Tories that burned th e Presbyterian and \vith no evident intention of keeping their actions secret. Bob went to the tavern n ear the
Church, not the Hessians," said one.
Point, while Dick rode to the Cutter house. There
"That's so," declared another, "but they set was a young man in the family
whom Dick had
fire to the Town Hall, an' to some houses."
seen a number of times. He was older than
"Bullings may have been a mong the Tories Dick, but was of the same height and build and
who set fire to the church," said Dick.
had brown h air. Dick found him at home ~s he
"Yes, he may have been, but I didn't see him had supposed he would.
'
th ere."
'_'Tom," he s~id, "I want you to put on my
Dick set a number of the boys to watching the umform and nde back to camp on Major and
tavern to see if Ned Bullings came to it. They remain till I come. I will wear your clothes."
did not see him, and the tavern. keeper himself
"Anything to oblige you, captain. But what is
did not r eturn till near ly moi·ning. Then he the idea?"
came alone, and in no plea sant humor, appar"I think that Bullings is in town. If I go back
ently, for he was t alking to himself ang rily and
finding fault with everything. The boys said to camp I will not be supposed to be looking
n_ot.hing to him, and allowed him to go in, then for him."
;;rhen you expect that I will be taken for you ?"
ndmg back to the camp. At breakfast Dick said
Yes, and I will be left free to pr osecute my
to Bob:
search."
.
" W e have got to get the little boy back, but the
"Exactly."
question is how to go to work about it."
They went into the living-room, which was un" \ Ve ca n't work the doct or game again, I don't
occupied at th e n;ioment. They were stan ding by
suppose?" rnplicd Bob.
" N o, I sca r cely think so. They will suspect. the fire wh en Dick h eard some one coming .
"'¥ ait a mom ent," he said.
"Don't turn
L 1 fa ct, I don't think we can go togeth er."
around."
"But you will want me, won't you, Dick ?"
Alice ente-Ped a nd went str a ight to youn g Cut" Yes, a nd p er haps others."
\
t er and put h er a rms about hi s shoul der s.
"There is Mark. You can trust him, Dick."
."I guess. the disguise is good en ough," la u gh ed
" Yes, and there are Ilen an d Jack , and a num;
bc1· of other s, but we don't want too big a pa rty." Dick, turnmg.
"Why, 1 decla re!" cri ed Alice, blushing. "Wha t
" Do you think you will be obliged to go to
does this change mean?"
'
·
S taten I sland?"
·
"A p art of my plan to get N eddy back" said
" I don 't know. The man may be in town."
'
"We all hunted for him in town yest erday and Dick.
A f ew minutes later young Cut ter rode away
could not find him."
'
"V1' e w ere in uniform, Bob," was th e quiet an- from th e hou se on Major, muffled in Dick's ·
greatcoat, and with Dick's cocked h a t d rawn well
swer.
dow n upon his for eh ead. Alice waved h er h a nd
"Then you think--"
. "T.ha t . if I send out h alf a dozen clever boys to him as he rode away, and he turned and
m d1sgmse I may locate him. There are sev- waved his own.
eral reasor.s why he may be here."
"Do you Eee the two men on the corner ?" a sked
"Yes. He would not w a nt to ri sk taking a Dick.
young child across the Kill without sufficient pro"Yes, but if I did not know that you were
tection for one."
h er e, I would think that you had just ridden
"Very tr'ije. And he will expect us to go over away."
there in search of him."
"That is what those men think. They are
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watcHing Tom, and now they follow him. They
take him for me."
"I don't wonder. I could do it myself, very
easily."
Dick shortly left the house in Tom Cutter's
greatcoat and hat, and took his way toward the
Point. It was not long before he kn ew that he
was being followed.
"They think that Tom Cutter may be taking
up the search too," he thought. "Very good.
Now to throw them off the scent."
J::teaching the tavern, he found Bob there in
disguise.
"Were you fol!owed here, Bob?" he asked.
"Ye , I think I ·\'ias, or a part of the way ·a t all
events."
"Then you must be supposed to leave and go
back to the camp ."
"Yes, but how?"
Dick found the landlady who had given Bob
his disguise.
"Have you a boy who is about the lieutenant's
bu'ild, Mrs. Jobson," he asked, "who will put on
his uniform and ride to our camp?"
"Yes, m.y oldest son will do it in a minute."
"Very g('()d. Tell :Pim to put it on and ride
Bob's bay to camp. . I will take his clothes."
Bob had already told the go·od woman of the
business on hand. . In a short time Bob Estabrook, apparently, rode away ·in haste toward
Elizabethtown, the real Bob watching him from
the window. Dick had m eanwhile put on the
boy's rough clothes, and now asked:
"Is there any one whom you can send to Cutt er's in Tom Cutter's clothes?"
,
"Yes, there is.'1
'"I'hen send him, let him leave the clothes there
and return. He can put on Tom's things over
his- own."
A little later Dick saw the watchers follow
what they supposed to be Tom Cutter, hurrying
toward town.
"Very good," he said. "You and I have gone
back to camp, and Tom has gone home. The
spies have left, and we are free to work without
molestation."
"Those fellows are clever," laughed Bob, "but
they forget that they have Liberty Boys to cont end with."
"Don't you see now why it would not have clone
for all of us to have left the camp in disguise?"
Dick asked.
"Yes, of course, and you can trust Mark to be
equally cautious."
In a few minutes Dick left the tavern, Bob
following five minutes later, and taking a different direction. Mark, in the meantime, rode away
from camp in uniform, and on a big gray -horse,
which was his regular mount. Under his unifo rm he wore a suit of ordinary clothes, and there
was a round hat rolled up and stuck in his pocket.
He made his way to a house where he was
known, put his big gray in the barn, took off his
uniform, borrowed a greatcoat and left the place
unnoticed. Jack Warren, Ben Spurlock and Harry Thurber left the camp at different points and
at various times, and were not followecl There
were in a short time six of the cleverest of the
Liberty Boys in town looking for Ned Bullings,
and between them all they ought to accomplish
something.
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Jack looked like a stupid country boy, walking
with a heavy gait and staring about him as if
everything he saw was new and strange. He
strnlled into the tavern where Patsy and Carl
had had their comical adventure, took a seat in a
corner near the fire, and said, with a loud laugh :
"I've got a shillin '. Gimme some bread an'
cheese an' a mug o' mulled ale. I'm goin' ter
have a good time, I be."
Some of the men in the place laughed, while
others merely gave the suwosed loutish boy a
look, and then paid no mo-re attention to him.
Jack ate his bread and cheese, talked and laughed loud, and at last raised the mug of ale to his
lips. None of the Liberty Boys ever drank anything of the sort, and J ack did not even taste it.
He seemed to do so, but suddenly coughed and
blew a spray of the hot ale which showered every
one within five or six feet.
- "Here, you clumsy lout, look out what you're
doing I" cried out.
"Jerushy, but that's good!" said Jack, blowing
another shower over the tables.
The men near him got up and moved their
seats, and Jack half emptied his mug in a box
of sand at his feet. Then Jim Bullings came in,
not noticing Jack, and sat dovm. The boy began
to noel, and presently had his head on the table.
"Seen any one from there?" asked Jim, motioning with his thumb toward the camp.
"'T'he cap'n came out, but he's went back
again.''
"Any one else?"
"The leftenaint went back not long ago," answered another man.
"H'h!" muttered Jim.
Jack was apparently fast asleep by this time.
"There hain't none of 'em been in here?" asked
Jim, at length.
"No; they don't come here."
"Seem to be pretty busy out there?"
"Not any more'n usual. In fact, I hain't seen
as many of 'em go by a s there generally does."
"Vilell, they'll bear watchin', the young rebels,
and Jim Bullings got up and went out.
"And so will you, my man," thought ..Jack.

CHAPTER XIV.-Gettin1< More Information.
Dick, making his way into town, came upon
two legal gentlemen talking animatedly.
"Certainly, the child would inherit, and the
father be declared gua1·dian," said one.
"Why would not the husband have hjs \\Oife's
estate?"
"Because the property cleseends in a direct l:ne.
The lady's issue receives it, failing issue, it goes
to the next of kin, and the husband, not being--"
Dick would have passed on, not being especially interested.
"And that won't suit Bullings at al l," the other
lawyer interrupted.
"No; but here is the child, and if anything
should happen to the mother, why, he is the
guardian, and I rather think--"
"Yes, I think so, too," Vvith a chuckle.
"Unless the lady appointed an administrator
and guardian for her child in case of her death.''
"Bullings would oppose it," emphatically,
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"Bullings need not i?rrow of it. He only wants
Ned shook his head.
11is child now because of the money."
"Hadn't you better get him. over to New
"Yes, l\Iaster Ned thought there was a lot of York?"
moi;ey there, while no one eYcr d1·eamed of this."
"Yes, but I want to ~oax .her to go with me,
The two lawyers met another and stopped to tell her I want her to live with me again, that I
talk, and Dick went on.
never meant to desert her, that I was in prison,
"That is -odd, " he thought. "They were sup- and a lot more stuff."
posed to be without means. I wonder what in"Lies," muutered Jack.
heritance this is ? It throws light on the man's
"She won't go with you after your stealing the
sudden desire to get possession of his child, at boy."
,
any rate."
"I'll tell her I thought she deserted me, that I
Walking on at a brisk pace, he made his way was mad and meant to get the boy, but now I
to Jim Bullings' tavern. Bvllings was not about, know that I love her and want her to go home
and his wife, not recognizing Dick, bustled up with me."
and said:
"More lies," muttered Jack. .
"Well, master, what can I serve you with?"
"She won't go. You'll have to cany her off."
A red-faced man, at another table, reading a
"She'll believe me; she always was soft."
New York paper, said:
"Burt them boys have been telling her things,
"So you've fallen into property, :have you, and you knocked her down."
missis ?"
"I'll tell her you did that. You don't care?"
"i did not know I had, neighbor Grubb," re"She won't believe you. No, you'll have to
torted the woman.
carry her off. It's a pity you couldn't have done
"Why, here it is in print in the Mercury, that it last night."
the wife of James Edward Bullings, has by the
"I couldn't with that rebel girl smashing me on
will of the l:ite--"
the head. You woula not have thought she could
"That don't mean Jim. He's John James. This pick up a heavy chair like that."
·
is Neel's wife, but I guess that Ned will--"
"Well, you'll have to carry her off now."
Some one came in, stamping the snow from
"She'll go with me for the sake of the child.
his boots, and making a great deal of noise.
Go and see her and tell her I want her."
"It is singular that I should hear twice of this
"I'll get arrested. They suspect me now of
matter in so short a time,'' thought Dick.
info1111ing on them to the British."
·
The innkeeper's wife attended to the newcom"They can't prove it."
er, the man in the corner then went on with his
"No, but I'll be locked up. We know where
smoking and reading, and Dick was left alone. the house is, and we'll watch it and cany her off.
"Where's Jim, missus ?" asked the newcomer.
'Jlhen you must be ready to leave at once."
"Up in town somewhere,'' shortly. "I don't
"Are they still looking for me?"
know all his business."
"I saw Dick Slater and the lieutenant come to
"Well, give me some hot apple toddy and a town, but they went back again."
pipe, missus. It's powerful cold out o' doors.
"They'll never find me here,'' said Ned Bullings boastfully.
This is a hard winter if ever we had one."
Dick was sure that Ned Eu!liEgs was not in
"I would not risk it too long. They n early had
the house, and he presen.tly arose and went out. you yesterday."
Meantime Jack Warren, after Jim Bullings had
"Nearly don't count for anything."
gone out, managed to upset his pewter mug on
"No, but they may do something better than
that. You'd better g~t ready to leave to-night."
the floor with a crash , and sat up.
"All right."
"Huh, I hain't spencled my shillin' yet," he
"Wl1 ere is the boy?"
~aid, with aloud laugh . "Guess I'll go somewhere
"He's safe. They won't find him. Once I can
else. It's too plaguey hot in here."
Then he went out, and saw Bullings turning get Mollie to go with me, I'll fix it so she won't
into the alley where Patsy had pursued Ned live long and then the money will be mine."
Bullings on a previous ('ccasion.
Jack knew nothing of this part, but he could
"Hello! maybe the other fellow is up there,'' not repress a start at what he heard. He had to
give a loud snore and a cough to cover it, for he
th:mght Jack.
Following the Tory, Jack saw him enter a had attracted the men's attention.
litt le tavern at the farther end of the alley
"Who's that?" asked Ned, turning.
"Oh,· jusrt a fool of a boy who has a shilling to
which had no outlet.
"There's where Patsy went and lost the spy,'' spend. Hello, I thought I left you in the other
place?" to Jack.
thought Jack.
He waited a few minutes and entered the tav"Waal, I didn't have to stay there, did I?"
ern, which was very small. Jim Bullings was drawled the Liberty Boy. "They made too much
seated at a table with a man whose back was noise. This is quieter."
turned to Jack. The boy !mew him, however,
Ned Bullmgs looked sharply at Jack, but failed
to recognize him. The two men would not talk
even if he could not see his face.
"I don't care so much to catch him as to re- any more, however, and Jack presently got up
cover the child," he thought. It was Ned Bull- and walked clumsily out of the place. He made
his way to the street, after taking a goo<l look
ings.
The two men were talking in low tones, but at the tavern, and then went into town. In a
Jack could not hear what they said. He moved . short time he met Dick, whom he did not at first
recognize.
closer, therefore and heard Jim say:
"Seen him, Jack?" asked Dick.
"Is he safe?"
"I have seen both of them, Captain, and I'll
"Yes," nodded Ned.
show you where they are."
"Not here?"
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The two boys walked back t o the alley, a nd
met Harry Thurber on the way.
"I saw Jim Hullings go toward' the creek just
now," Harry said. "Ben saw him, too, and is
following him."
"He has just left Ned," said J ack. "Ned is in
the tavern up the alley."
"Hang around the place,'' said Dick , "and be
ready to come if I signal."
Then he entered the alley, the two boys following him a little later. He went into the little
tavern, but saw nothing of Ned Hullings.
"There is some other way out of here," h e
thought, "and I must find out where it is. We
can never corner the fellow till we do."
CHAPTEft XV.-The Captured Messenger.
Bob, walking carelessly along the street not
far from the Cutter house, was surprised to see
Ned Hullings turn a corner, in company with a
'J.man who had followed him.
on ·~ne of 'em came here and then went away,''
ed wil1;;11 said. "So did the young felle r o' the
the cl<>
.
.uob passed the two men, but neither
of them
showed any sign of recognition.
"You haven't seen any of the rebels looking for
me?" he heard Bullings ask, as he stopped and
gazed around as if looking for some one.
"No, I guess they got tired of it yesterday."
Bob turned and followed the two men as if he
knew he had gone too far.
'·Slater can disguise himself very cleverly. Are
you sure he has not returned?"
"No; he's in the camp."
"Do you zee that house, next to the burned
one?"
"Yes; that's where Slater went. "
"I want you to watch it."
"To see if he comes there again?"
Just then Hullings turned and saw Bob.
"What do you want?" he growled.
"I want to find the Reverend John Dean; do
- you chance to know where he lives? It is so~11e 
when~ near here, I was told."
"Yes, he lives on the next street, on the' right,
halfo·av clown the row on the farther side. It is
a laige· white house. You can't fail to find it."
"I don't think he knew me," he said to himself, "but he wished to send me away."
After turning the corner, he got behind a
tree and waited to see if the two men passed.
l\fore than sufficient time had elapsed and, not
seeing them, he went back. They were nowhere
in sight.
"\Yell, wl(ether they suspected me or not, I
have lost them," he said, "and there isn't a boy
anywhere to be seen."
At that moment he saw Mark turn the next
corner, and hunied toward him.
. ·' Have you seen Ned Hullings, Mark?" he
asked, a s he joined his fellow lieutenant.
"No, I have not."
"I have, and lost him in the most foolish fashion. I wish I had seen you a few minutes sooner."
"I wish you had," declared Mark. "Couldn't
you capture him?"
"He "·as not alone, and then, you know that we
want to locate the boy first ....
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'.'. Yes, and, if necessary, to let• this f ellow g o. "
E xactly. Well, there is the Cutter house
down the street, and they may' be watching that
for some purpose."
"Then perhaps I had better watch it myself?"
"Yes, but it is no sort of weather to stand o~t
sicle dofog nothing."
" N o, it is not, accustomed a}, we are to a ll sorts
of weather. "
"You had better go in, Mark. Watch t o see if
the~;e is any one spying on you, and then go up
as If you wer e inquiring for some one "
"All right. "
.
A few minutes later Bob saw him enter the h ouse.
'. 'W~ll, I can't see that any on e saw him," he
said, and now I must see if I can find this clever
scound11eJ again. "
"I will _keep watch at the house, and Lieutenant Morrison can watch the alley."
"Very good," said Dick, and getting Mark he
~ook the young lie1:1tenan t to the upper alley l~ad
mg to t he queer !Ittle tavern.
"The attempt to carry off the woman will be
made .to-n ight, no doubt,'' he t hought .
. Durmg the afternoon nothing was seen of
either of the men. When it grew dark, Dick went
to the. Cutter house, posting boys outside to
watch it. A t last a sleigh drove up to the house
a;id a man sprang out, ran up and sounded the
big brass 'knocker. The negro serm:tv.t ar.·::.we::red
the summons.
"Is l\'Iistree Hullings within ?" asked the man.
"What do you wish?"
"I have a note for her; it's particular. I am to
take h& somewhere."
yhen Dick stepped forward and asked:
Who sent the note?"
"The doctor. The lady's little son is sick and
is a::oking for her."
'
''.Very well, she will go. Please ~tep inside and
wait."
·
"My horse is restive. I had better go out and
watch him."
·
Dick coughed, and in a moment-Tom Cutter
glided out on one side and Bob on the other. The
neg-ro servant suddenly ::otepped behind the m:m
aml pushed him inside. Then he "1-tae seized by
Bob Estabrook and Tom Cutter.
"Look out!" he cried.
In a moment the sleigh was driven ofl' rapidly
by a second n:ian ' Yhom Dick had not seen. The
first was a prisoner, however, and ·was taken into
a room at the front of the house. Dick Reco""nized him as one of those who had followed hi':n
in the morning.
"You were sent by Ned Bullings ?" he asked.
"No, I wasn't; the doctor sent me."
"Where is the note you were to deliver?"
The man produced a folded note, which Dick
gave to Mrs. Bullings. It purported· to •come
from a physician, and stated that the boy Neddy
was very ill, and that if his mother wished to
see him alive she would go at once with the messenge1'.
·
"Are you in the doctor's employ?" asked Dick.
"Yes, I am his coachman."
"Why did he not come himself?"
"He had to stay with the boy ; he could not
leave him."
·
The man said nothing.
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"You are not employed by this pretended doctor ut all?"
"No," doggedly.
"Ned Bullings sent you?"
"Ntl; J im," shortly.
"'v'.I'.ere is the boy?"
"I don 't know."
"Where were you to take the lady?"
"To a house out of town, near the creek.'"
"Is the boy there?"
'
''No."
"Where is he?"
"I don't know," and Dick saw that the man was
t elling the, truth.
CHAPTER XVI.-The Pursuit I s Kept Up.
There were other Liberty Boys on hand when
the sleigh drove up to the Cutter lvrnse. Ben
Spurlock and Jack ·warren were watching in the
house of a neighbor, opposite. Wh en the sleigh
stopped they slipped out noi selessly aJ:ld unobserved. They crept clo se to it in th e darkness ,
an rl when the man on the st eps suddenl y shouted,
they clash ed forward. Jack made a flying leap
and sprang in as it clashed away. Ben caught at
the back, and drew himself in OYer the rear seat.
The horses fairly flew, and it was some moments
befo re Jack could seize the reins.
"Stop!" he said.
Then Ben seized the driver by th e throat, and
chipped a pistol to his head.
"You had better stop !" he shouted in the man's
ear.
Then went on some little distance farther before J ack could stop the horses.
"Where did you come from?" asked Ben.
"I won't tell you!" growled th e driver.
Ben pressed the cold barrel of the pistol against
his temple.
"You had better spe:ik," h e said.
"From Mr. Johnson."
"Where does he live?"
"Near the creek."
"He is a Tory?"
"Yes."
"You were to take the lady there?"
"Yes," doggedly.
"Is Neel Bullings at the house?" _
"Yes."
"ls the little boy there?"
"I don't know."
"We had better take thi s fellow back and turn
him over to the captain, J ack," said Ben.
"Alt right. Keep hold on him. H e's a slippery fellow."
Then Jack turned the horses, having to make
a wide sweep. As he was doing so, the prisoner
sudde11ly rolled· out, then picked himself up and
sped away. Jack tried to follow him, but the
f ellow fl ew up the street, dashed into an alley, and
disappeared while the boy was turning the horses.
"Well, we've got the horses and sleigh,'' Jack
said, "and we know whose they are."
Then the boys returned to the Cutter house,
and Ben went in, Jack remaining outside in the
sleigh. Ben told Dick about the capture of the
sleigh, and the young captain said to the man:
"You two were concerned in an abduction.
Don't you know that you can be punished for

that?"
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"We are only going to take the lady to her
husband, and that isn't abduction," the man
growled. "If he abducted her afterward, we have
nothing to do with that." .
"T hen Ned Bullings is at the house on the
creek?"
"Yes."
"But not the boy?"
"I don't know."
"Well, we will go there. You will ;:emai~1 here
for the present."
The man said nothing, and was put under
guard in the hou se. Dick and Bob the n entered
the sleigh, and Jack drove. The y ,,·ent at once
to the house near the creek, which they all well
knew bv this time. As they dashed up to the
door the ToTy came out and said: •1,.
"So you have brought back my ;irnperty, have
you, you confounded rebels?"
Dick sprang out of the sleigh as Jack checked
the horses, and seized the Tory.
"Where is Ned Bullings ?" asked Dick.
"I don't know any such person," with a snarl
"He was here; where is he no w?"
"I don't know. He has not beLn here." .!ld
"He was, so there is no u se f roux f) ,.'b·
Both the men say he was here. They were not
as cl.over as they thought, for we captured them."
"You didn't get both, then," snapped the T ory,
"for one came here and gave Ilullings the ala1111."
"Oh, your memory is returning, is it?" laughed
Bob. "It cuts up great capers with you, doesn't
it?"
"You won't get Ned Bullings," the Tory snarled. "He's gone, and is probably halfway to--"
and then he paused.
"Staten Island?" asked Dick.
"No ; New Brunswick. He tock the boy with
him."
"You aTe not telling the truth," said Dick.
"Yes, I am," with a snarl. "He c!id take the
boy with him. I saw him sta1"t, and you won't
catch him."
"I meant in r egard to his going to New Brunswick. He did not go there."
"Huh! you won't catch him, wher.;ver he went."
"Perhaps we will. We may also hold you responsible for allowing an enemy to escape."
"And I will prosecute you for stealing my
property," the Tory growled.
The boys returned to the camp, and then got
three good horses and set out for the shore.
Dick sent two or three boys into town to recafl
the others, and to tell Tom Cutter to let the
prisoners go. Nearing the shore, Dick saw a
tavern door open, a few steps away, and two
m en come out.
"He's well on his way to the island now," said
one.
"Yes, with the boy safe, and now to get hold
o' the woman."
Dick sprang off his horse and caught one of
the men by the collar.
"Do you mean Ned Bullin gs ? " he demanded.
The second man escaped, although Bob and
Jack tried to catch him. The light from within
fell on Dick's face, and the man recognized him.
"Yes, ye blame rebel!" he snarled, trying to
get away, "an' ye hain't ketched him."
"No, but we've got you, and you'll go t-0 jail

for--"
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The man suddenly squirmed out of his coat and
shot away.
"Well, we don't want him," said Dick. "We
know that Hullings has crossed to Staten Island,
and that is enough."
The young captain then mounted his horse, and
the three set off for the spore, and were shortly
on their way across to the Kill.
•
"He will probably stop· on this side first," said
Dick. "Too long a journey in this bitter cold
would never do for the boy."
"Where shall we look?" Bob asked.
"In the nearest place after reaching the island."
They were halfway over when it began to
snow.
"Faster, boys," said Dick. "This snow may
last all night, and he won't set--out again until it
stops."
The- snow flew in their faces, and in a short
time they were white from head to foot. Bob
and Jack kept close to Dick, trusting to him to
find the road. The horses' hoofs gave out little
<;ound on account of the snow, which gathered
fast, and they dashed on. There were no •s entries
on shoi:e on account of the storm, and they passed without hindrance . They made their way up
the deserted street toward a light they -.saw
gleaming ahead of them. It was an inn, and they
went at once to the barn in the rear, where Dick
had to call before a groom came out. They drsmounted and led their horses inside. A stableman held a lantern while a boy began folding
the rol:les that were thrown loosely about in a
sleigh standin$< in the middle of the floor. There
was snow on them, and it looked as if the sleigh
had but just been brought in. Dick advanced and
saw on one of the fur sleigh robes three or four
'iong golden hairs.
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lately arrived. It was not altogethe r chance,
either, for they had taken. the most direct route,
and so had Hullings, no doubt. His horses had
probably been here before, and so the storm,
while it had delayed them, had not prevented their
finding a shelter. As they
ared the house,
Dick said:
"Go in at different doors, bo
and do not recognize me. Keep ;your eyes open, and soo if you
can locate the boy. '
Dick went in at the front door, Bob at the
i-ear, and Jack at the side. Dick went to the
supper room, Bob to the bar, and Jack to the
parlor. Neither of the three saw any sign of the
man or of the child. Dick called for supper, and
the maid wfio came in said:
"This room is engaged. Would it oo just the
same if the young gentlema n had his supper in
the private bar?"
"Not at all," said Dick.
He left the room, and seeing Bob, beckoned, to
him.
"I want supper," said Bob to the potboy.
"I have just ordered supper," said Dick. "Il
you do not object, we will have it together."
"I should be glad of a comvanio n," answered
Bob. "It is dull, eating alone."
"Very good, sir," and the potboy went away.
"He is going to have his supper in a private
room," said Dick.
"You have not seen him?"
"No, but I guessed it. I was turned out of
the room."
"I wonder what Jack is doing?"
· "Using his eyes and ears, no doubt."
Jack took his seat in a big armchair, which
quite concealed him, before the fire. In a few
minutes some one entered. Jack kept his seat
and listened.
"Is muvver here?" he heard a child's voice say.
CHAPTE R XVII.-N ine Points of the Law.
"She will be here soon, but we will have our
"Any room in the inn, groom?" asked Dick.
supper first."
"I shouldn't wonder, sir. We had a party just
The speaker was Ned Hullings, as Jack suscome in, but this snow 'll keep many away."
pected it would be, from hearing the boy. He
"Take good care of the horses. We'll go in, at sat still and made no sign to betray his presence.
any rate, and see if we can get accommo dations."
"Don't want any supper; want .muvver," the
"Come any distance, sir?"
child said.
·
"Yes, some."
"But it's snowing now; mother can't come yet."
"Th,is party came from Jersey, nearly lost his
"I want muvver. 'Oo's a bad man; I want
way in the storm. Foolish to go out, I should muvver. I's cold an' hung'y. I want muvver!"
say with a- - "
He ran to the fire, and then saw Jack.
'
"The gentlema n said as how you was to 'tend
"Hello, boy!" he said. "'Oo know where my
to his horses, Pidgeon, in case he might have to muvver is?"
go out again," said the other groom.
"Come here, little man," said Jack. "Let's sit
"All right, I'm going to, but he's foolish to do by the fire and look at the pretty
flames."
it, in the face of a sto1m like this, that'll last all
Hullings now came forward, saw the child in
nigh.t."
J'll.ck's lap and said :
Dick started for the door, beckoning to the
"I won't !_et him trouble you. Neddy, get
boys.
down!"
"He is here," he said, as he went out. "This
"No!" said the boy, shaking his head. "Go
was the place to come to, of all places."
a'ay; you bad man."
"Are you sure?" asked Bob.
"He is no trouble at all, sir," said Jack. "I'm
"Yes, I saw some of Neddy's hair on the fur very fond of curly-hea ded tots like him."
i-obe."
"His nurse will be looking for him to put him
"He is not so far ahead of us, then," said Jack. to bed, and I really can't Jet him
trouble you,"
"The storm puzzled him, and he probably went impatient ly.
somewha t astray."
"He's not the slightest trouble. Fact is, I
"Then for all the lead he had on us he did not rather like to have him cuddling in my
lap like
get here much ahead of us."
this."
"No, he did not."
"Wh~re Neddy see 'oo before, boy?" asked the
By the veriest chance, it would seem, they had child.
come to the same inn where Hullings had only
"I don't know. Give a guess."
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"I donno. Is 'oo soger, is 'oo cap'n ?"
"Come here, Neddy," said Hullings. "You are
troub iing the boy."
He put his hand on the child, who drew back
and snuggled clos11ir to Jack.
"Come here, I say!" said the man gruffly, att empting to take the boy forcioly from Jack.
Tne Liberty Boy threw up his arm, pushed the
man back, and said :
"You ought to be ashamed of yourself to treat
a child like that."
Then he sounded a shrill whi stle.
"What business is it of yours?" snarled Hullings, starting. "Who are you? What right have
you to--"
Jack got up, holding the little boy in his arms.
At that moment Dick Slater and Bob E stabrook
entered the parlor. Hullings turned and saw
them .
"Ned Bullings," said Dick, "you are not a fit
person to have charge of that child."
"H'm! you are Dick Slater. You are in a hostile camp. I will denounce yo u, and--"
"Gual'd the door, Bob," said Dick. "Lucky as
ever, eh. Jack? You found him, I see."
"Don't think you can escape," said Ilullings, "for
I will--"
"Keep guiet," said Dick. "If you say a word,
I will say that you stole the chilcl. You know the
tempe r of the people toward child-stealers."
"I know 'oo!" cri ed the child. "'Ooo is Cap'n
Dick, 'oo is a good boy, 'oo will take me to my
muvver."
"Bullii;gs," said Dick, "it is a stormy night,
there are few persons here, and none are likely
to come. It will be some trouble to take you
with us, but if you remain quiet we will leave
you behind."
"You rnrely would not take that tender child
out in such a night!" snarled Hullings.
"You did it yourself. Besides, we shall have
your sleigh and horses, and will be well provided
with rugs and blankets."
"You shall not take him, I will not let you--"
He was about to shout. when Dick sprang forward and clapped a pistol to hi s nose.
"Not a word! Bob, take hi s pistols. Then
open the cupboard door. I think it will hold
him."
"Don't be afraid, Neddy," said Jack. "We are
all good friends of yours."
Bob di sarmed Bullings, and opened the cupboard door. It was a small clothes press, but
was empty at the moment. They. forced Bullin gs
into it, and Bob then gagged him. It was so
ti ght a fit for the man that he would be unab:le
to kick or pound on the door. Shutting the door,
Dick locked it and took away the key.
"Quick!" he said. "Come with me, Neddy. You
are going back to mother."
The child ran to Dick and sprang into his arms.
"Hurry out to the barn, Jack, and get the
sleigh ready," said Dick. "Get my greatcoat and
hat, Bob. There's no time to lose."
In another moment the parlor was deserted.
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"In all this storm?" g·asped the groom.
"Yes; we will accompany him, and \\·e know
the road well. Besides, we \'.'ill take lanterns."
"Very good, sir."
It was not Dick's intention to take the boy
back to Elizabethtown in the storm . He m eant
t o ·1eave the inn, however, and seek other ;;:helter.
When they were all 1·eady, Dick drove the sleigh,
while Jack sat behind him with the child snuggled
close and warn. Bob, who rod e one horse and led
the others, said:
"l3y the way, you wiH find a very angry man
locked up in the parlor cupboanl."
Dick drove along the s-hore for a mile or two in
the storm , and then found an inn, where he put
up for the night. There was little chance of
Dick 's being found, but in the early morning,
find ing that the storm had ceased, he ~et out.
They were just leaving the island when a num~ er
of Hessians came running clown the road leacbng
to the Kill. Th ey were quickly joinecl by Bullings, who cried excitedly:
"Hel'e they are, there are the reb els ! Fire !"
The Hessians threw their mu skets to their
shoulcle1s. Bu11ings, in his excitemen t, forget tin~h at he had already given the order to fire,
ran ahead.
"Confound you, yo u won't get away a~ easy
as--"
Crash! There was a sudden tremendou s ,-o!ley,
and the spy fell forward on his face. Ilullets
fl ew over the boys' heads and about their ears,
and two struck the back of the sleigh and were
buried in the cushions. Away the y went O\'er
the smooth surface, Jack looking back once and
seeing the Hessians pick up a man who lay motionless on the ground, and who did not move as
they bore him away.
"He will make no more trouble for hi s poor
·
wife aud child," muttered Jack.
The Hessians did not fire another volley, and
Dick was soon too far away to be brought back.
Dick drove at once to tl1.e Cutter house when he
reached the Jersey shore, and Jack carried the
boy into the hou se, looking for all the world like
a bear, in his many wrappings. Dick took the
horses and sleigh back to the Tory on the · creek,
and said:
"I don't suppose you expected to get these back
so soon, but Ned Hullings has no further use for
them."
"What do .you mean?" asked the Tory.
"That he is dead."
"Then you rebels killed him!" angrily.
"No, we did not; he was killed by your Hessians by mistake. He got in front of them after
having givel'I. an order to fire."
"H'm!" mutter~ the Tory, and Dick saw that
the man did not believe him.
However, h e did not care for that, and he went
on to the camp. He had told Alice and Edith
of the man's death, but told them to say nothing
to his wife for the time. Later she learned of
her good fortune, how an uncle had left a considerable sum of money, enough to keep her from
want for the rest of her life.

CHAPTER XVITI.-Released.
Jack hurried to the barn and said:
"The gentleman wishes his horse and sleigh
made .~eady at once."

Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY
BOYS AND CAPTAIN l\IIDNIGHT; or, THE
PATRIOT SPY OF SLEEPY HOLLOW."
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CURRENT NEWS
UMPIRED PO-LO GAME FROM AIRPLANE
Kelly Field Texas, has produced the last word
in umpires. In a recent game of polo between a
team from Kelly and one from Camp T1·avis
a DH-4B machine, piloted by Lieut. Harry L.
Spec, U. S. A., with Lieut. Benton A. Doyle, U.
S. A., as observer, took off and after circling the
grounds a few times sent a radio message to the
ground asking: "Is the Camp Travis team wearing · purple?" The answer was, "Yes," and with
this information the observer was able to follow
the game from an altitude of 7,500 feet. The
entire game was reported by Lieut. Doyle by
radio to the ground. Such team play errors as
"bashing" and "failure to cover man," together
with other features of the play apparently undetected by the authorities on the ground were
reported by the air umpire, says the Army Recruiting News. Thi s is probably the first time
in the history of sports that a polo match has
been umpired from an ai-rplane.
WONDERFUL STRENGTH
In pl'Oportion to size, man is one of the weakest animals on the earth. The muse.Jes of a largesized oyster will support a weight of thirty-seven
pound s. There is a crab that will lift 492 times
its own weight. This is equivalent of an average
size man raising 73,800 pounds. Felix Flateao,
a Belgian scientist, who made many experiments,
found that the strength of a fly which was able
to lift a match-stick compared with a man's supporting with his feet a beam 14 feet long and 2
feet 6 inches square. There i s a little bug that
can drag six matches, equivalent to a man's pulling 330 beams as big as himself. To measure
the strength of insects Flateau constructed delicate harness to a weighing machine. By prodding the insects he :rni:tde them move. Then he
piled on weights until they stopped. By this
means he found that a bee, weight for weight,
was thirty times as strong as a horse.
BOXED LUNCHEONS BEAT RESTAURANTS
The "Luncheonette,'' a combined home-made,
store-made lunch box for the use-of office workers
who are joining in the "Carry-Your-Ovm-Lunch"
fight against prevailing restaurant prices, has appeared. In a downtown store where office supplies are sold part of one window has been given
over to the use of an enterprising organization
which prepares and boxes thirty cent lunches.
In the midst of a display of fountain pens and
note books a n eat, white coated and capped
maiden daily prepares the sandwiches which, with
other eatables, go into a box and form a thirty
cent "luncheonette." Different lunches are prepared daily, but always they include two sandwiches, a cookie, pie or pastry, and some fruit.
Here is the menu for the first day of this week:
One chicken salad sandwich, one ham sandwich,
one sugar cookie, one large chocolate eclair and
one peach.
Judging by the steady rush of customers, a lot
of office workers prefer to pay a small sum for a
boxed luncheon rather than go to the trouble of
bringing one from home.

HIGH MOUNTAIN PEAKS
Colorado easily holds the record as bei n~ the
banner State in the country for the largest number of high mountain peaks. Accordin g to statistics recently issued by the Colorado Mountain
Club that State has forty-two of the fifty-five
highest named peaks in the United States. The
minimum height of mountains included in the
list is 14,000 feet. The highest peak in Colorado
is Mount Elbert, which is credited by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey with a height
of 14,419 feet. It is only exceeded by Mount
Whitney in California, the highest peak in the
country, having an altitude of 14,501 feet . . After
Mount Elbert comes Mount Rainier in the State
of Washington, 14,408 feet. Mount Massive. in
Colorado, ranks fourth, 14,404 feet, and Blanco
Peak in the same State is fifth, 14,390 feet.
Recent measurements, says the Coiorado
Mountain Club, have reduced the elevations of
Mount of the Holy Cross and Buckskin Mountain, piacing them below the 14,000 foot class.
The name of Crestone has been given to the peak
formerly known as Three Tetons , and Glacier
Mountain has been named Mount Wilson. these
two peaks being respectively sevemcenth and
thirty-sixth in the Colorado list.

THE WARNING WHISTLF. ·
The latest instance of ingenuity as applied ti'.>
automobile accessories consists of a casing connecting the pump connection with the tire valve
and having a sounding chamber communicating
with the main air passage by a small opening
which is closed by a valve. This valve is held
upon its seat by a graduated spring,. mounted in
the sounding chamber, and the cover of the sounding chamber has an opening covered by a harmonic vibrating reed.
In usin g this device it is first set to the required pressure by removing the cover of the
sounding chamber and shifting the graduated
spring around its center until the section adjusted for the pressure desired covers the valve
and holds it to its seat. After replacing the
cover, the indicator is screwed on the valve of the
tire and the air supply hose attached. The pump
is then started and kept going until the reed in
the cover of the indicator sounds the warning
that the proper pressure has been reached in the
tire.
The action is simple. The spring having been
set for a certain pressure, the valve connecting
with the main passage will be held upon its seat
by the ·spring as long as the pressure in the tire
is less than the predetermined amount. But as
soon as the desired pressure is exceeded, the
pressure in the main passage will overcome the
pressure of the spring, the valve will be lifted
from its seat, and air will pass into the sounding
chamber and will set the reed into vibration,
thereby giving the warning whistle to the person
at the pump.
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New York to Frisco
On a Motorcycle
-OR---

AFTER THE $10,000 PRIZE
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Stot'Y)

"Say, young fellow," said he, fixing his gaze
on KeeRe, "I know exactly who you are. .Out
that doesn't make any difference with me. I 've
got some spare supplies on this train, for I came
here to foFCe my lad to victory. I'll lend you a
motorcycle, even though I do know who you
are."
Keene looked him squarely back.
"Well, you're a game sport," said he. "And
I'll finish up every
~'ll take it, with thanks.
mch of the way with Bob Wendell, if I have a
busted head!"
Bob looked frcm one to the other at the significant glances which passed betwee~ the speakers. He was mystified, but he did not have time
to waste over the matter; instead he ran back
lifted up Keene's damaged motorcycle and hand~
'
ed it onto the platform.
In surprising quick time Perkins had a brand
new , machine out for Keene, and the two
mounted.
"All aboard," said the president. "A;nd, conductor, you run slow into town, for we don't
want to leave these two young men behind to be
trapped again."
The train started off, but thi s time Bob and
Keene played a trick on the others. Instead of
being left behind, they turned on full speed,
and whizzed along the side of the track, past the
train, with deri sive toots on their horns to the
impatient engineer.
They beat the train into town, and were waiting at the depot as the delayed special came up.

CHAPTER XXII. (continued)
"By Jove, I'm nearly all in!" said he weakly, as he opened his eyes at last. "But I hope
Bob Wendell isn't hurt!"
That young man was there to prove that he
had not been injured in the least.
"You'd better get into the car here and ride
on into the town on the train," said the president of the road.
Bob Wen·:iell shook his head with a grim smile.
"No, thank you, sir. I am in this race as a
racer, and I am going to go over every inch of
the trip if it takes me from now to the day
•
after Doomsday."
Ezra Perkins patted him proudly on the shoulder.
"There's fighting spirit for you, gentlemen!"
cried the millionaire backer of the young rarer.
"I guess I picked a winner all right!"
CHAPTER XXIII.-The Tortoise and the Hare.
Here Hook interfered.
It was a long ride, and a heartbreaking one
"Well, I'll tell you right now, your winner
has got to get a series of wiggles on, or he'll be for Bob and Keene.
1'.fore than once did Bob thank his lucky stars
hopelessly left at the post. Nat Worthington
has taken a train way into Nevada, and young that the other chap was along. no matter what
_secret motive were the cause of the company.
Wendell had better lose no time."
The race became more an d more one of enBob looked at him sharply, and started in sur- durance
and clever meeting of supplies, from
'
prise.
Utah on west. Over the sand and the barren
"You're the man who started out with him, lands they went.
aren't you? What are you doing so far back
Many a time they had to walk knee-deep in
now?"
sand\ and at other times they were forced to walk
Hook laughed quietly.
on tne ties and balance their wheels, as they
He thought that he left me languishing ii\, a shoved therri along the rails, to aid them in passhorse shed, back on a ranch near here. But he ing over the rough parts.
made the mistake of his life, for I am not one
Bob and Keene helped each other through
of those flowers born to blush unseen and waste many a distressing difficulty.
·my beauty on the desert air."
Each fellow proved his bravery to the other
He was looking at a memorandum book.
a hundred times over, and had it not. been for ·
"This train will do the work-and I'm going t<> this double help, the race would never have
stay right on here until we get to Virginia City. reached its ending.
There I'll put a crimp into two very sleek gentleFar ahead, Nat Worthington, with his remen. But how about you?"
peated cheatings, was pushing ever onward with
He turned toward Wendell.
a determination worthy of a better cause.
"I'm going to follow you right on my motorHe had passed the mining country around Reno
cycle. I'm sorry that Keene is left out, for his and Virginia City, at which latter place the estimachine has been hopelessly wrecked," said Bob, mable Bill Sikens and his ·c o-worker Jake gave
ever thoughtful of another's bad fortune in him the glad hand.
Within, a few hours after dojng so, they were
war.
Keene looked at him gratefully.
nabbed by a United States marshal, and haled
"Well, I'll have to give up; I'm sorry, for I eastward on the first express train, to answer
wanted to finish it otlt with you. Maybe I can several charges in Chicago and New York.
Hook was getting in his work in fine credit to
get a motorcycle later on and finish up anyhis name.
way."
( To be continued.)
Here Perkins interfered with a twinkling eye.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
•

· DRUNKE N SWINE GIVE CLUE
A drove of intoxicate d hogs gave Prohibitio n
officers the cl ue that led to seizure of a g iant still
and arrest of two men in Letcher County, Ky.
Returnin g frcm an expedition through the Cumberland Riv er headwate rs, Officers James Toliver,
Felix G. Fields a nd John G. W . Collins reportett
destructio n of six stills. The largest was found
in a dark raYine n ear the mountain top. Officers
ran across a bunch of hogs cutting weird capers.
A search revealed a modern outfit near by.
Joseph Riggs was arrested at the still. Henry
Sutgrill also was taken into custody. The hogs
had been drinking beer and refuse from the still.
BOY HANGS HIMSEL F WHILE EXERCIS ING
Henry C. Ware, Jr., 16 years old, son of H.:!nry
C. Ware secretary of the Murphy Varnish Company, N~w ark, accidenta lly hanged h~m sel~ wi~h
an exercising · apparatus the other mirht m his
home at 5 Gl Pnwood av enue, Orange, N. J .. while
his familv chatted with visitors downstair s . . His
body was· found by his mother.
The apparatu s consi st ed of a strap whi ch went
around his neck, attached to a rope which led
through a pulley attached to the ceiling. The
rope was long enou g h to permit the other end
of the rope to dan gle within reach of Ware's
hands. By pulling on the end of the rope with
his hands the strap around his neck would lift
him from the floor. The rope got caught at the
pulley and left him dang lin g four feet from the
floor, where.. he strangled to death.
OUR LATEST BATTLE SHIPS AND .
BATTLE CRUISER S
Our latest battleship s of the "Indiana" class,
of 43 200 tons displacem ent and 23 knots speed,
carrylng twelve 16-inch guns, will be electrical ly
driven. The turbines of 60,000 combined horsepower will develop their full rated load at 265
pounds pressure, 50 degrees superheat , and 28 1-2
incl1es vacuum. The six new battle crui sers of
43 500 horse-pow er anq 35 knots speed carrying
eight 16-inch guns, will also be driven electrically. Two of them, the "Ranger" and the "Constellation " will carry four Westingh ouse turbine,
of 49,'i50 brake horse-pow er, the current from
which will be developed on eight Westingh ouse
motors, each of 22,500 horse-pow er.
CAUSE OF EART HQUAKE A N D V OLCANO
Great earthquak es, says the Scientific American ,
are mostly from one of two cau ses-the shrinking
of the earth due largely to cooling, or the effects
of volcanic action. Both of these effects must
persist so long as the causes are active.
I n the long future both causes will cease to be
active, and earthquak es must cease. But no scientist would say in years when t hat time will
come. Certainly not in our time. Geology reckons time in thousands and in millions of years ,
and ear thquakes now occur by the thousand each
year. It is estimated that there are 30,000 earthquakes a year w11ich are large enough to be per-

ceived by the sen ses, and an almos t innumern ble
number of lesser tremors which are too small to
be perceived .
Most of our earthquak es are due to the cooling
of the earth and the shrinka ge of its strata from
cooling. The result is the breaking, folding and
slipping of the strata up on each other. A slip of
but a short dis tance will produce a large effect
upon buildings and the earth's surface. A motion of a fifth of an inch, it is said, will throw
chimneys down.
The greater part of the United States seems
to be free from violent earthquak es, but in the
past there have been great earthquak es in several
regions. In 1811-1812 a series was felt in the
Lower Mississipp i Valley which has been characterized as "of world-sha king order." The last
considera ble earthquak e in the East was the
Charlesto n earthquak e in 1886. These facts seem
to indicate that severe shocks are not as common
as a century and more ago.
The great earthquak e regions of the earth lie
in two circles, one surroundi ng the Pacific Ocean
and the other lying nearlv east and west around
the earth through the Mediterra nean, Southern
Asia, the East and the West Indies.
HIS BEST RELATIO N
By Mary Leon
I've got lots of rel atives,
Uncles, aunts, and such,
Brothers, s isters, cousin s, too
And like them very much. '
But the one I like the best of all
Is one I never saw;
I know it's funny, but it's 'cause
He's so good to my paw.
My paw, he calls him Uncle Sam;
Says he's my uncle, too;
That's queer; but right I know, because
My paw says always true.
Paw he gets letters from this m an
Most every once in a while;
And when he sees the envelope
It always makes him smile.
For he sees straight through the letter,
And says: "Well, I expec'
That this here letter now contain s
Your Uncle Samuel's check .
For interest qn my Vict'ry Bonds ;
An d now, small son of mine
Put on your cap and come alo~g
I'll get you somethin g fine."
I don't know what a coupon is.
Nor check s nor interest.
But I know of all my relatives
My Uncle Sam is best.
Buy \V. S. S. - - -
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A SLIPPERY SCOUNDREL
By JOHN

SH~RM:AN.

A few days ago I chanced to read a paragraph
in a paper concerning a certain New York politician who was once a prominent offic;ial here and
who has since been compelled to seek a home in
a foreign land. The man referred to was Slippery Dick. I once knew another customer who
was called Slippery Dick, but he was famed as one
of the ablest burglars in the country. And wasn't
Dick Duncan a slippery scoundrel-in more ways
than one?
He was an ugly fooking rascal. Had he lived
in the present day he would be called a dude,
as he generally aped the Cockney style of dress.
And wasn't he a great favorite with the silly
girls? When I first met Dick Duncan he was a
bookkeeper in a hardware store in New York and
he was rega1·ded as a respectable young man.
The firm deemed it wise to investigate his acr,ounts and Dick became so indignant that he left
the city in disgust, taking some thousands of dollars and a trusting young girl named Jane Morton along with him.
T en years after his disappe~. rance a care-worn
looking lady called on me. The lady was poor
Jane Morton of other days.
"You recognize me, Mr. Fox?" she said, and
her voice shook.
"Yes, 1fiss-Mrs. Duncan, but I heard that you
were dead."
"And I am dead to the world-to every one
save yourself. Oh, sir, will you not help ine to
be avenged on one of the most infamous scoundrels that ever lived?"
"To whom <lo you allude?"
"To my husband-Richard Duncan-to the man
who believes that hr. has murdered me and that
I will never trouble him again."
"What can I do for you? State your case to
me."
She soon set about telling me her story. When
she ran awav with Dick Duncan she did not know
he was a thief and he made her his wife before
they left New York. Asserting that he had a
fortune left him by some relatives in Scotland,
they set sail for Liverpool. but the rascal took
her to London instead of Scotland. Soon after
arriving there she learned that he had joined a
gang of burglars and she left him, procuring- a
place for herself as seamstress in a wealthy London family who had a country seat outside of the
city. Several months after leaving her hu sband
Jane went out to the country seat with the fa mily. Very soon after the house was entered by
burglars, who made off with a large quantity of
valuables.
The master and servants gave chase to the
burglars, and one of the rascals was captured
and proved to be Dick Duncan.
He was tried, convicted and sentenced to prison
for twenty-one years. Jane saw her husband in
the dock. but she did not pretend to know him.
Years afterward the former seamstress became
the companion of the young lady of the house,
who was very charming as wPll as a rich heiress.
They all resided at the country seat ~gain and

the master of the house brought an officer, Captain Cameron, down from Lo11don, who stated that
he was formerly in the United States Army. Jane
met him out on the lawn on the first evening of
his visit and she at once recognized him as her
convict husband. And 'the recognition was mutual.
"I h ave been looking for you ever since I returned here, my dear wife," he said, "and I now
want you to go off to the Continent with me,
where we can live in luxury."
"I will never live with you again," she replied.
"Then you will die with me!" cried the villain
as he struck her on the temple and hurled her
into the deep river. Though half stunned by the
cruel blow, Jane recovered h er senses soon after
touching the water. Realizing that if she made
an outcry her villainous' husband would spring
in after her and finish the work, she kept herself
afloat and looked up. The cowardly wretch fled
from the spot immediately. Swimming along with
the current, she managed to crawl out at length.
Having regained her breath she walked on until
she rearhed a farmhouse some miles from t he
villa. She fell fainting at the door of the farmhouse, and the woman of the house placed h<'r in
bed. .Jane did not awake until next morning and
then she heard startling news. The villa had been
robbed again and the master himself had been
murdered in hi s bed.
"Just think of it," said the farmer's wife, "that
the leader of the burglars should come down there
pretendin g to be a real captain, and who do you
think was his companion in crime?"
"I'm sun~ I can't say," said Jane, trembling_..
- with apprehension.
"Hi s own wife, who was the trusted comnanion
of the lady of the house. It all came from one
of the villains, who was mortally wounded and
caug·ht. H e confessed before he died."
Poor Jane made up a story that she liver! in
London and that she was out in a small boat
with friends when it capsized.
· She did not dare go back to her friends again
for how was she to disprove the grave charg~
against her? Fortunately she had her purse in
her pocket and hired the farmer's wagon to bear
her to London that evening. Changing her appearance as much as possible she sought lodgings
in the city.
'The savings of years were deposited in a London bank under an assumed name; she had no
trouble in drawing the money.
"After that, Mr. Fox," she continued, "I had
but one object in life. You must readily guess
what that object is."
"To bring your scoundrel of a husband to justice, I suppose."
"That is what I live for. That is what br9ught
...
'
me back to New York.
"And he does not suspect that you are still
alive?"
"He hasn't the slightest suspicion of it. Will
you aid me in hunting him down? I have to warn
you that he is a slippery scoundrel, as well as a
desperate fellow. I can reward you, and my
young lady friend, who is in this city at present,
will also richly reward you for assisting in the
punishme.:~ of her father's murderer.'1
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"Did the young lady or h er friends ever suspect that you were the wife of a convict?"
"Oh, no. I told them that I was the widow of
an American mate, and that I had run away with
him from home here."
"I see. · Is Dick Duncan much changed in appearance?"
"He is, and he is very clever at disgui ses a lso.
I would hardly have known him but for his nose
and his viHainous eyes. Oh, that 1 should ever
1:are for such a wretch!"
"I will underta ke the job."
"When?"
"This very instant. Draw down your veil and
come along."
Proceeding to a livery stable I en gaged a carr iage driven by a cunning fellow named Jake
Po·well, who had often assisted m e in tracking
down evil-doers. J ake drove up Broadway to the
neighborhood where the eager woman had last
seen her wicked nusband. vVe drove up and down
for over an hour but we did not get a glimpse
of Slippery Dick Duncan.
Jane put on male attire, as well as a p air of
whiskers. One evening , as we were nassing along
Bleecker street. whi :.-h was then inhab ited by some
of our old wealthy families, we heard a loud voice
raised in an ger issuing front a basement. I
stopped to listen, as did Jane. It was a woman's
voice and she was crying out in a harsh, shrill
tone: "Do you imagine I do not know you, you
scoundrel?"
"Indeed you are very much mistaken, my good
wom'ln," ;.eplied a man's voice in milder strains.
"The impudence of you to tell me th:oi.t to my
face!" cried the old woman as she shook h er
clenched hand in the fellow's face; "you are a
robber and you are sneaking about here after
Mary so as to get a chance to rob the hou se. But
I will denounce you; I will h ave you arrested.
Police-police!"
The old woman was about to spring to the
door, when the smi ling rascal let flv with his left
hand, struck her a hard blow on the temple and
knocked her on the floor. I sprang to the door on
th e instant and I had my hand on his shoulder
before he could turn around to retreat as I
cri ed:
"You are my prisoner, Dick Duncan!"
"This is too much !" cried Dick. "Are you an
officer?"
"I am, and my name is Fox. You may remember that I boarded in a house on Hudson street
t en vears Rgo, and--"
B efore I could utter · another word the f ellow
let fly at me with fearful force a nd I was sent
sprawling over the woman.
He then rushed for the door. Hi s disguised
wife stood there before him, pistol in hand, as
she cried:
"Surrender, yon scoundrel, or I will kill you,
as you killed Mr. Marlow and tried to kill me!
I am your wife, Jane Morton!" The fellow shnted back for an instant, uttered a cry of surprise.
then darted over me to the inner door a nd dashed
out into the entry leading upstairs, cryin~~= "By
George, but this is a surprise.! I must give them
th e slip."
Dick Duncan escaped me that evening and I

\
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didn't see anything of him for a year after, although he was in the city <.!ming the time and
working at his busine:ss like a beaver.
fris wife never grew tired of hunt ing him down.
One day she ran into my office, fearfully agitated
a s she cri ~d·:
"I have him again!"
"Where is he?"
"He is clown in a vessel at the foot of Burling
Slip, and h e's disgui sed as a sailor. 'The ves8ei
is about to sail for Liverpool. Hasten and disguise yourself or h e will give us the slip again."
Hiring a small boat, we p ushed out and I addressed the captain at once, saying :
"You have a sailor' on board here who is wanted on shore."
"Which one'l" asked the captain as I showed
him my badge.
"The man came on board sober an hour ago." I
sa~d as I took a rapid glance at the busy sailors.
"Still the man we want is not on deck ."
At that moment a cry rang out: "Man overboard! man overboard!" I sprang to the side of
the vessel and my companion sprang ·with me.
V.le could see a man in the water, swimming along
with· the tide about twenty yards below the vessel.
1
'" 'Tis th9 slippery scoundrel!" cried th e disguised woman; "and he is trying escape us."
"Get into the boat and we'll go after tl{e rascal!" I cried.
vVe were in the boat as soon as possible.
We were gaining on him as he neared the dock,
when the woman cried: "He'll escape again, the
slippery scoundrel! I'll shoot him!" Drawing a
pistol as she spoke, Jane took aim and fired at
her husband. The rascal flung up his hands,
uttered a cry of agony and disappeared beneath
the water.
We watched around for two hou rs, but he did
not appear again. Still, th e vengeful wife would
not make up her mind that he was dead. As she
became very crazy from h er troubles I had her
consigned t o an insane asylum nea r the ci ty. One
morning as I approached the asylum I noticed a
crowd of people gathered around some objects in
the ~ round s outside the wall. "What's the matt er over there?" I asked a man hastening t oward
m e.
"Two of t he inmates of the asylum," he replied, " a man and a woman, have just been
found dead over there. Th ey must have murdered each other, as they were locked together in
n deadly embrace."
I looked at the woman and I recognized I11Y old
girl friend at once. I then turned to look at the
dead man and I exclaimed: "Good heaven s ! but
this is strange. It is h er rascally husband!~' It
was Slippery Dick Duncan , without a doubt, and
he had been choked to death by his much-injured
wife, who had also peri shed in the fatal struggle. I could never make out how they had both
left the building on the previous night, but I was
inform ed by an old burglar acquaintance that
Dick had never been in his right mind after
escaping from the water with ~ bullet in his
head. He was sent to the asylum by some of his
burglar friends.
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ITFMS OF INTEREST
FAMOUS VETERAN A FARMER
Sergeant-Major J. Kell y, V. C. Veteran of the
Afghan, Egyptian, Boer and great wars, ap:ed 65
years, has taken a homestead on Cortez Isl and,
B. C. He won his Victoria Cross in 1879 in Afghanistan .• He came to Canada in 1900, and went
to Europe in the last war with the First Divi sion.

BIG WAGES FOR CORN CUTTERS
Corn cutters in Waynesboro, Pa., are being paid
from 15 to 18 cents a shock. With corn standing
straight and unmarred by damaging storms, a
laborer can and does cut anywhere from forty to
sixty shocks of corn a day, netting a daily wage
of from $6 to $9. Some make as higb as $12
a day.
USED COWS TO CUT GRASS
Residents of Bellefonte, Pa., have been greatly
shocked to learn that cows have been pastured in
the beautiful Union Cemetery, where lie the remains of three Governors of the State, Senators,
Congressmen, Jud ges and many others of prominence. An investigation revealed that the caretaker, who is paid for keeping the grass cut in
the cemetery, has been pasturing his cows in
the home of the dead.
ENORMOUS QUANTITIES OF RED BOOTY
TAKEN BY POLES
President Pilsudski is at the northern front
personally commanding the drive which it is announced has resulted in the complete defeat of
sixteen Russian Bolshevik divisions. The staffs
of the 3d and 4th Bolshevik Armies have been
captured, and the staffs of the 21st, 41st, 55th
and 57 Division s and of several brigades and r egiments also have been taken prisoners. The total
number of prisoners is given at 42.000.
Guns to the number of 166 have been captured,
and in addition 900 machine guns, 1,800 armored
cars, seven armored trains, three airplanes, twenty-one locomotives, 2,500 wagons, ten motor. cars
and great stores of ammuni t ion and other materials which the J3cl shcvik had assembled for a fall
drive again st the Poles have been take~

OKLAHOMA , CLAIMS OLDEST WOMAN
VOTER
Woman suffrage was received with no more
delight by any woman in the State than by Mrs.
Elizabeth Davison, Lake township, Comanche
county, who is probably the oldest voter in the
State of Oklahoma and probably in the United
States. Mrs. Davison, who is 110 years old,
registered for the fi rst time at the re:;istration
preceding the recent primary.
"Grandma" Davison, as she is better known, is
takin g an active interest in politics, especially in
the candidacy of Elmer Thomas, candidat e for
Congress from the S ixth District, with whom she
has been close friends for many years. "Grandma" Davison lives in the \Vichita Mountains, a
shor t distance above Medicine Park.
She was born in Scotland in 1810. She came
with her parents to the United States and located in Tennessee. Later she moved to Texas and
at th e opening in l!lOl, came to Oklahoma to
take up a homestead. Mrs. Davison is remarkably
active for her age. She registered as a Democrat at the recent regis tration.

LAUGHS
lV.frs. Benton Holme-vVhy, T ommy, you're a
perfect little pig. N ow, aren't you solTy you ate
so much roast beef? ·Tommy-Yes'm; cause I
ain't got any room left for another plate of ice
cream.
"So they threw cabbav,es and other vegetables
at you in all the t owns the company played. The
tour must have been a failu~·e." "No, a profitable
success. The manager converted u s into vegetarians, and we didn't have a single Testaurnnt
bill."
'A West Vir2'inia darky, a blacksm ith, recently announced a change in his business as follows:
"Notice-De copardnership h eretofore resisting
between me and Mo$e Skinner is her eby resolved.
Dem what owe de firm will settle w id me, and
elem what de firm owes will settle wid Mose."

More than five thousand elephants a year go to
make your piano keys," remarked the student
boarder who had been reading the scienti fic notes
in a patent medicine almanac. "Ain't it wonderful," exclaimed the landlady, "what some animals
can be trained to do?"
"Ha, my dear," advised the old country woman,
"don't you marry rashly. You keep your weather
eye open, like I did when I was a g ir l." "But I
love him," said the simple village maid. "Pooh!"
sniffed the advi ser. "Now, you take example of
me. You see this cottage of mine? Well, I got
it fixed up for practically nothing." 'Oh," said
the village maid, without enthusiasm. She was
thinking of Jeames. "And how did you manage
it?" "vVhy, dearie," responded the good woman,
"I was en gaged to the carpenter till all the woodwork was fini shed, and then I broke it off and
married the plumber.''
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CAVERNS REVEALED BY BLAST
Caverns which may exceed in extent those of
Luray were discovered on the farm of Edward
Hutzell, ten miles from Waynesboro, Pa., by
workmen blasting for st0ne to repair the Keedysville road. One courageous laborer entered about
twenty-five feet, and came back with the report
that he looked down into "a room approximately
fifty feet in height."
RAISING TWO MILLION BABY TREES
From the moment the tiny seeds are placed in
beds until the bedraggled "monarch" of t he forest
yields to the storm and stress of years, trees are
not impervious to the undermining depredations
of insects and rod ents. Mindful of this fact,
Uncle Sam establishes safeguards around the seed
bed as well as jealously guards the grown-up
trees in the National forest s.
Acreage devoted to sprouting young trees for
transplanting 7,000 acres of land annually is covered' with fine screening as a protecting influence
against insects and rodents that would uproot
the otherwise promising crop. A type of screen
recently devised for this purpose is so constructed that the sides as well' as the top are detachable,
thus permitting of storage in compact space when
the screening is not in use.
Seeds selected for perpetuating the National
forests are assembled by the U. S. Forest Service
the previous fall for planting the follo')Oing
spring. Germination tests are first made to determine the vitality of the seed, after which they
are sown in beds at a rate sufficient to .yield about
150 trees to the square foot.
Ordinarily, Uncle Sam replenishes his diminishing stock of trees in the National forests at
a rate of 1.000 young trees to the acre. Couple
this fact with the production of 150 trees to the
square foot in the seed bed and you _can calculate
the mileage of screenings used in safeguarding
the plant life from its enemies. The seeds are
brought to fruition in la r ge nurseries, with a capacity for producing about 2,000,000 plants.
FIRST BATHTUB IN AMERICA
Like other great reforms, physical and intellectual, the bathtub had to fight its way onward
and upward in spite of the habits of mankind.
Deths flourished in the ancient Roman civilization, but cleanliness lost out in the Dark Ages.
There has ever been a natural aversion to soap
and water in combination in the human family,
stronger the further north peoples have lived.
The first bathtub in the United States, an exchange says, was built in Cincinnati and inst::dlC'd
in a home there in 1842. It was made of mahogany lined with ~heet lead and was proudl:·1
exhibited by its owner at a Christmas 11arty.
Next day it was denounced in the Cinc;nnati
paper~' as a luxurious, undemocratic vanity. Then
came the medical men and declared it a m enace
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to health. In 1843 Philadelphia tried to prohibit
bathing between November 1 and March 15 by
ordinance. Virginia taxed bathtubs $30 a year.
In 1845 Boston made bathing unlawful except
when prescribed by a physician, and President
Fillmore installed the first one ever in the White
House.
Th~ se things seem incredible in an age whe:i
tra11s1ent hotel accommodations include a bathroom, but sanitation is a r ecent development. A
so uthern Ohio lawyer went to Columbus a few
years ago, and when he registered at the hotel
the clerk asked him if he wanted a room witl.
bath. The guest thoughtfully rubbed the stub b !~
on his chin and replied: "No; I'll be home by
Saturday." The other is that of a newly ri ch
lady who was showing a friend of her clays of
poverty the very elaborate bathroom in her new
home. It was a sizzling hot August night. "La,
how you must enjoy that tub! " she exclaimed.
"Indeed I do," was the response. " I can hardly
wait for Saturday night to come!''
We are sufficiently civilized to be for the bathtub-with reservations; the chief ane being an instinctive sympathy with the Frenchman who
than.ked Goel he had never insulted his skin by
puttmg cold water on it.
'"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICTURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving .Picture Stories"
No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; postage fre~.
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GOOD READING

periect r esonator . A perfect resonato r will pick
up so unds 1-1-h ich t he hu man ear cannot hear at
al l a nd magn ify the m so that if yo u hold a resona tor to the ear you can hear sounds vou could
n ot ot herwise hea1-. Ear trum pets for" the deaf
are built u pon t his princi ple.
Somet imes when you, with yo ur ear a lone thi nk
something is absolutely quiet, you can pick up a
sea shell and heaT sounds in it. But t he sea
shell will m agnify any sound that reach es it.
RAILWAY ACCIDENT'S HAPPY END
It would be possible; of co ur se, to take a sea
Qui te a number of folk s in Ma nninl?, _Ia ., who shell to a pl ace where it would be absolutely quiet
ordinaril y could not have a s upply of liquor on a nd th en ther e would be n o sou nds.
hand beca u se of the Volstead E nforcement Act,
T her e are such places, but very few of them
now 'a re well supplied as a r esult of a railro ~d A room can be built which is absolutely sound~
wr eck nea r here several nights ago, says a d1 a- proof.-Book of Wonders.
patch fr om that city. Wine flowed fre ely from a
tank car t ha t sprang a leak, and news of the
suppl y sprea d quickly. Pot s, pan s, buck ets and
other r eceptacles, hastily commandeered by Manning resident s, wer e brought into play t o catch
t he liquor as it r a n from the car. In a fi ght th~t
followe d one man armed wit h an axe was seriou sly cut by another who u sed a knife as his
weapon.

" ·o:.IAN \VITH 14 DOGS TO FEED AS KS
REDUC TIO N IN T AXES
:via yc 1· F r ank Feist, of Steubenv ille, Oh io, h as
h :td ii pathetic a ppea l from a woma n wh o says
~he has tc work h ard t o support four t een dogs,
for nin e of which she pays licen se fees, and she
f eels fin a nciall y unable to pa y a tax on the other
five, which are mennaced by t he dog catch er. She
a sk s i. hat th ey may be exempted.

COFFIN P ACKED WITH BOTTLES OF
WHISKY
Feder al Prohibition enforcem ent agents were
repo r t ed r ecentl y to haYe sent out an . alarm to
try t o cat ch t h e driver of a n automobile h earse
which 1 accordi ng t o railroad employees in H a rmon , N. Y., h as been carryin g liquor t hrou gh
that section.
For several week s t r oopers of t he Sta te Confta bulary h ave beem searching autom obiles in
H armon , Crot on and nea rby pla ces. !he r esult
is that several loads of booze wer e seized. The
t raffickers have resort ed to all sorts of trick s t o
move the liquor up-S ta t e.
Railroad employees repor ted that they inspect ed a motor hearse a nd foun d a casket inside with
a wreath of fl ower s on top . When t he chauffeur
lifted the lid the casket proved t o be pack ed with
bottles of whis1cy. Railroad m en notified Conductor William ·Gale th at the authorities had
seized the hearse be tw~en Harmon a nd Peek skill,
but Lieu t . Charles Broadfield of the Sta t e Constabulary declared he had received no n otice of
thi s so far. Whet her F ederal authorities seized
a h earse could n ot be learned.
WHAT ARE THE SOUNDS WE HEAR IN A
SHELL ?
T he so unds we h ea r in the sea shell are really
air waves or sounds m ade by air ·waves, because
all sounds are produced by air waves.
• The reason you can hear these sounds in a sea
shell is because the shell is so constructed that it
form s a natural soundin g box. The wooden part
of a guitar, zither or violin i s a soun di ng box.
T hey have the faculty of pick ing up th e sounds
an d m akin g . them stron ger. We call them " r esonators," beca use th ey m a ke sound s r esound.
The con s b·~1rtion of a sea shell m ak es an almost

TOBACCO
Or SNUFF- HABIT

cured or No PAY
No matt er whether used in Qi pe, cig arette,
ciga rs, chewed, or used In the form ot analr
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TEAKETTLE
LIFESAVER
Surrounded on
ttll sides by hissing copperheads,
Joe Leon a rd,
watchman at the
Fnlton tunnel. on
the New York
<>ntrfl l Railroad,
Clearfield, P a . ,
owes hi s life to a
k o t t 1 e of hot
water which he
always has on the
top of the little
cast-iron stove in
the sh anty which
shelters him from
the elements. The
other morning after completing
his in spection of
the tunnel, Leonard retu rne d to
his watch box,
and on entering
found six big copperheads h:::d t a ken possession.
The biggest
rep ti l e in the
bunch struck at
him from beneath
a bench, fastenin g
its fangs in a leg
of the vtatchman's
overalls. L eonard spran g on to
a s m a 1 l bench,
permitting the
copperheads
t o
dangle o v e r the
5 i d e.
Realizing
that he could not
battle the snakes
without weapons,
he seized the teak ettle and began
pouring
boiling
water on the
sn'akes, w h i c h
were striking at
him from all
s¥les.
Leonard th en
s p r a n g o_utside
with the biggest
snak e still han ging to his overalls evidently unabl~ t o release its
fangs.
With a
big roc k the
watchman so on
despatched hi s
closest enemy.
It mea sured
thirty-one inches
in length and was
as t hick as a
nif\n's wrist,

LITTLE AD.S

Write to Riker & King, Advertisi11g Offices, 118 East 28th Str11et, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash A ve1111e, Chicago, for particttlars about advertising fo this magazine.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG . We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publication. Submit poems on any subject. BroaUway ::3tudios, 165C.
Fitzgerald lluilcling, 1\ew York.

MISCELLANEOUS-Continued

BOYS, get this: Our latest catalog of new novelties
now vrinting. Send 10 cents for your copy. Empire
Supply Co .. 24 Norris Ave .• Pawtucltet. R. I.
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Machine, $3, $5 and $7 . • Catalogue for stamp. J. ll. Temke, 1019 Vine. K, Cin·
AGENTS
clnnatl. 0.
WIDE AWA KE MAN TO TAKE CHARGE o! our local
trade. $3.00 to $G.00 a day stelldY. No experience ORIENTAL DANCER ! Sho docs real Sa'1ome wiggle.
Sealed za cents. Hamilton Mii;:., names City. lowa.
r oquircd; pay st.arts Clt 0:1ce. \Vrite today. Amerlcan
Prod.uct.s C'o., 2369 American Uldci .• Cincinnati, 0.
CAMPBE LL'S CHEAP. CLASSY APP:!OV.A. LS.
Try
them. 20 srn.mos Frt.e. Good r ef. or devosit. S. G.
$6.000.CO A YEAR is your protlt from 4 sa,les a day.
Da\·iUson sold 96 one week. No trxperience need ed. Campbell, Younl4', Sas!<.
The Aladdin light is a sensation wherever introduced. JIU JITSU - \\'onderful combat tricl~ beat boxing.
5 times as bright ns electric.
Won Gold Metla.l.
Easy.
Book {35 big illus.) 30 cents.
Mannco,.
Farmers have the money, they need this Licht ~nd !l 320 \V. Goethe St., Chicago.
out or 10 will buy. .Also big ODDOrtunity in small
towns nnd suburbs. Exccilont spare time · anrl evening
PERSONAL
seller. 1\0 CAPITAL REQUIRED. 8'a.rnple on frco
trial. 'Vrite for agency proVo.>iiion whil e territory is
eruptio!ls, faco or body; I know the
, ti·a open . MAr>TLE LAMP COMPANY r.2- A.I a ddin PIMPLES-Acne
cause, my internal treatment removes it-; my special
3!dg., Chicago.
external prepa.ra.tfon cra.dica.tes a.Jl blemishes a.nu re~
500 AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE !or Mitchell's Magic stores natural skin. llooklet for stamp. Dr. Rodgers.
J.35
East 47th S t.. Chicago.
Marrnl \Vashing Compound. iOO o/n profit. Enormous
r epeater. W ashes clotl1ea spotlessly clekn in ten to BROTHER AND SISTER. ages 28 and 24 respectively,
fifteen minutes.
In every
1
mnst m:lrry before January 1st. or lose inh~ritanc&
home. .Astounds an~tede~rg't~~a ~!er;th~,~m~~s Nothing or $100,000. If interested in matrimony, write llox 749.
ol;;e iilrn it. Nature's mtthtiest oleanMer. Contains no Chi cago, lllinois. enclosinir stamped envelope for reply.
lye. lime acid or wax. Free samples fu!'nished to boost
sa!es. \Ve posith·cly gu:irantee the sale of every pack· MARRY FOR SPEED ~ RRIAGE; absolutely tho
best, largest in Hie country; established 15 years;
ago. Exclusive territNY. OWN YOGR OWN RUSINE>:S. You cannot ran to malte big money. Ba.ker. thousands w ea lth~· members, both sexes, wtshin& early
Ohio, made $600 last monlh. Send for free sample marriage..;, confidentia l descriptions fr ee. The Old Re·
and proor.
Hurry. hustle, grab this chance.
L. Jiablo Club. ?li!rs. 'V.rubel, Box 26. Oakland. Cal.
?lifitrholl & Co., Desk 331, 1308-1314 E. 6lst. Chicago. WRITE J.illlan Svroul, Station H, Cleveland, 0., it
you wish a. prett.Y and ,...-eal tJ1y wife. Enclose stamped
PHOTO PILLOW TOPS. Portraits, Frames, Sheet
Picturc3, Medallions. Patriotic Pictures and Portra.i ts, em·elope.
War Books. Prompt shipment; samples and cat. free SINCERE LADIES and GENTLEMEN who wi•h to
marry. Confidential a..nd satisfaction. Box 73, Arcade
to nhents. 30 days credit. Jas. c. Bailey Co., Desk
Stat.Ion. J.. os Angc>les. Cnlif.
JI. C'hiC<lgO, Illinois.
MARRY
! FREE DIR ECT ORY with dcscript1c11&- and
ART AND DEN PICTURES
photos. Bonaficte Co., Dept. 41, Kansas City, I.Io.
Kind
REAL SNAPPY PHOTOS-French Girl Poses.
LONELY
MAIDE N. 26, would marry. Write for plcp
leases.
tbatt
Order those--you'll want more. Sam1ure. Bo'X 150K. Syrn c u ~e. N. Y.
pie 25 cents. Dozen $2 .50, t·wo dozen $4.00. Catalogue
5 cents. Hamilt<>n's Company, Barnes City, Iowa.
MARRY. Successful "Homo Maker." Hundreds rich .
Conftdentin.t. r<'liablo. years' cx1>er lence. df'~criptions
FOR SALE
free. The Successful Club. Box 556. Oakland, Cal.
INS~c~~ H ~~l~.20,g:gcr:? afc:r~i~g~ke$fgu ~der:5cte;,t~ MARRY RICH. hundreds anxious, descriptive list free.
satisfaction a:uaraq.tced. Select Club, Dept. A. Ravitl
acre.
Small down payment- balance easy monthly
t-erms. Free book.let. Swigart Land Co., M-1268 First Clt,v. Ro. Dak.
NationM nank Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
SI XTH AND SEVEfiTH BOOl<S OF MOSES. 1')g)'ptlan
secrets. Black art. other rare books. Catalog free.
RABBIT, FOX, Coon, Skunk. Dogs, Setters. PointeT"S.
Opossum dogs. Circul ars, 10 cents. Brown's Kennels, Star Rook Co .. RI{-F,20. C'nmden. N. J.
Yor1c. Pa.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wr revi se poems,
write music and guarantee to secure nubll catlon. SubS ILK REMflilANTS. Largest packa.~es yet ofiered. Sciunre
o! stamped satin free with every packa~e. 15 cts. mit poems on nny subject. Broadway Studios. 165C.
Fitzi:eraJd R11!1rlin~. 1\cw York.
Silk :Manufacturers Agency. Portland. Me.
'l'housands congenial people, worth from
MAR RY:
HELP WANTED
U .000 to $50.000 seeking early marriage, description ,
STOP DAILY GRiND.
START SILVERING MIR- photos, introch1 ctlons free. Sealrd. Either sex. Send
RORS. Auto headlights. tableware, etc. Plans free. no money. Ad<lreSC\ Rtnndard Cor. f'l ub. Grayslal:;e, Ill.
Clarence Sprlnk!e, Dept. 73. Marton, Indiana.
GET MARRIEO-lJest Matrimonial paper published.
WE WILL STA RT you in tllte clca.ntng and clyelng
Ma.iled FRE'E. .American Distributor, Suite 217.
business. litt.!o capital needed, big profit'!!. " 'rite for Blairsv1llo, Penna.
boolclet. The Ilon-Vondo System, Dcvt. 9S, Charlot.tie.
MARRY-FREE
PHOTOS beautiful Iadit·s; cle!>crip.tiona
N. c.
and directory; pay when married. New Plan Co.,
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand for Dept. 245. Kansas City, Mo. _
men and women. Fascinating work. Particulars free.
Write, American DotecUve System, 196S Broadway. MA R RY , many rich. Particulars for stamp. Mrs. Mor·
New York.
ri son. 3053 \V. Jioldon St.. Seattle. " 1 a!lh .
LADIES WANTED . anc\ MEN, too, to 11.ddress ennl- MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY w!\h vhotos and
descrlpUons free. Pay when marrled. The Exchange,
oves and mail advertising matter a b home !or l arge
malli order firms, spare or whole time. Can ma lee Dept. 545. Kansas City, Mo.
$10 ' to $35 wltly. No capital or experience required.
Rook explains eve rything: send 10 cts. to cover postage,
SCIENTIFIC
etc. Warrl Pub. Co., Tilton. N. H.
CRYSTAL GAZING -How to develop onlciency. Send
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
stamp for frre instru ctions.
Blrthday r eadings.
for secret investigation in your district. 'Vrite c. T . Strong and wealc points. Health, Business, l-larriage
J,udwlg. 521 " 1estover Blrlg.. Kansas , City, Mo.
and· other valu11..bJe hints. Twenty-tiTe cents. "'Z&nch:.''
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn from $110 to Asbury Park. N. J.
$200 per month and expenses. Travel 1t desired. Un- YOUR LIFE STORY ln the stars. Send birth date and
Umtteq advancement. No age limit. We train you.
dime tor trial reac1in g. Rlwrm:tn, Rapid City, S. D&k.
Positions fumishe<l under guarant-ee. Write for Boolclet
CM 101, Standard Business Training Institute. Buffalo. ASTROLOG.Y-STARS TELL LIFE' S STORY. Send
bi.rthda.te and dime for trial reading. Eddy, 4307
N. Y.
Jetrerson, Kansas City, Mo. .Apartment 73.
DETECTIVES earn big money. Travel and good opport.unities. Wo 1how you how. Wri te American
SONGWRITERS
Scboo! of Criminology, D evt. M . Detroit. Mich.
WRITE A. SONG POEM-1..ovo, Mother, Home. Comlo
or
any
subject.
I compose music and guarantee
MISCELLANEOUS
words today, Edward . '!'rent, G3G
THREE OLD COINS md old coin selling Ji•t. 10 cents. pubUcatton. Send
R en.per Block. Chicago.
'
Durso, Dept. 39. 25 Mulberry, N. Y. City.
BE LUCKY-Do you worry? Does &vcryUling seem to WRITE THE WORD3 FOR A SONG . We wrlto music,
guara.r.tt'e publisher 's acceptance. Submit poems on
go wrong? Carry a LUCKY GLASS. ha•e Bea.Ith,
H appiness and Success. Wri te, R esearch School, Lake J)Atriotism, love or any subject. Chester Music Co .• 920
So. Mtchi~an Ave., Suite 24!1, Chicago, Ill.
f:cneva. Fla.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revi se 11oems, WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. \Ye revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure Pl:lblicatio n. Subwrite music and i;uarantee to secure publication. Submlt poems on nny subject. Broadway Stuclloa, 165C, mit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 1650.
.li 'itzgernld Bull dlrH~ . ?\ew York.
Fitzgerald Bulldin~. New York.

,

/
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STAMME RING

BT·STU · T-T-TE RING and stammering cured at home.
Instru cti n
booklet tree.
Walter McDonnell, 15
P otomac Ban k Bid& .• Washington . D. C.

CAT LOSES IN
F IGHT WITH
TOBAC CO or SnufT ll&bit cu red or no fll7.
ROOSTER
$1 U
cured. R emedy aent on trial.
Suoerba Co., PC,
Ba ltimore. Md.
A half grown
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGO R. Qui t habit easily.
cat belonging h
.J.ny torm, chewlug, smoking or snufr, cu red or no
Ford Ewald, a
charge. It cured, $1~ Stops craving, harml ess. Full
r f'medy on trial.
Perkins Co . . R-~1 H 11 " ri 111?11 . Nf'hr .
farme r near Sus~ex, N. J ., star ted
to r un across t he
barnyard two o•
three days agll,
and on his way
he d e c i d e d to
treat himself to
a bit of chicken.
But unfortuna tely
for himself he
Picked out a
guinea rooster, a
Hftt
most pugnacious
•o•-..B1G f'uN
bird, and when he
You appu-en'17 - th"' Clow,..., ooa.
jumped tow>1rd it
•
St.one, """ <'1>1oct. Seo Boneo a. Fleab.
A magic tricl norell1 l'ua with ... ch X Ray.
the rooster seized
MARVEL MFG. CO-.. Dept. 13. NEW HAVEN. COHN.
t.i)e cat by th6
tail.
The cat g1u ,
ed in agony and
with a vengeful
CAINED OVER 30 POUNDS
twist turned upon
• ' I smoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
the rooster, which
From six to eight sacks of tobacco I us~d
c a c k I e d shrilly
w eekl y, ' ' states Mr. S. H . Ferguson.
and bega n to
Cigarettes were d oing me great h:i.rm. I
became so nervous that I couldn't sleep until
fight in earnest.
I smoked.
Each morning I had an awful
Feathers and fur
taste in my mouth.
flew in all direc"Several times I t ried to quit by will·
p ower, but it just seemed that I would co
tions, while cat
wil d if I couldn't have cigarettes.
and the rooster
" I h a d ulmc -st given up h ope of ever quittin g until one d ay I sent f or a fr ee book by
struggled in the
Mr. Wood s that told me what to do. After
throes of combat.
Gold·platcd Lau lllere and
lenr-. ng the w ay, I quit easily in S d ays
Chai n, pa.I r Earbeb1, Gold.
Ewald
watched
and h aven't touched a cigarette in years. I
plated E:rpausloa Draeel•t
have gain ed over 30 pounds and canno•
with Im . Watela,caaraa.t ud
the fight and for
qualltr and 3 Gold-plated
praise the method too hir;hly.
I say to
a time felt sor "·y
R in~s A LL FREE fo r
every cigarette smoker-if you can't qui t
sclli1qr onl7 lS pieces
for the roo~ter,
without help get this book," so says Mr.
Jcwclrr at 10 ceots each.
Ferguson. of On1mps Park .
but ·when the Lird
Co lumllila Nave!ty Co.
The foregoi n g remarks -are like those ot
l>•P362Ba1tU0 1tea, B a11e
whistl ed angrilv
many other men who have bee n freed from
the habit of smokinr; cigarettes, pipe or
and bit two or
ci~nrs or who have been cbew-inj: tobacco or
three inches o E
diooi11.2 snu ff excessively.
fur out of tho
Get this book . I t Is free; postpaid to you·
cat's
hide
hi~
Cut this out and show others.
•
sympath y we 11 t
' Vrite at once to Edward J, l Voodo, TC-103,
f'tatiou F, New York, N . Y.
out to the cat.
Do you want to know exactly how t:he modem
_S_O_R_E_N_E S S~
Secret Service and Flni:er Print Expert solves the
H,....,,,
E,.....-:
A LED
The battle conmysteries of today f \Vould you like to know the I Ntinued for about
S I DE fa c ts about REAL C'ases? Then wrlte at once
Sore o r o p en legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
and we wlll sfmd you FREE actual reports made fo r
eczema h ealed while you work. Write t or
ni n e
minutes,
U1e greatest detective agency in the U. S.
tree book a nd d pscrlbe your own case.
with the cat losBE AFINGER PRINT EXPERT. ~.':i~l • ~x~·r~ ing one of its
pay. '!'his is your OJJPQrt:.unity. Ge t these thrilling
lives every· minre-ports. study them, an d LEAR :": AT UO~fE how
to nu1.ke a success in this fas cinating profession.
ute. At t he beR epbrts and big hook on Ftn.rcr Print Science-sent!
ginning of the
FREJ>. Write NOW.
I was badly ruptured while lifting a trunk
tenth
minute th e
UN
IVERSITY
OF APPLIED SCIENCE
several years ago.
Doctors said my only
cat g runted
Desk 1568, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Ill
hope of cure w as an ope ration. T r usses did
hoarsely and rollme no good. Finally, I got hold of something that quickly and completely cured me.
ed o v e r dead,
Years have passed a nd the rupture has
while the rooster
never returned, a lthough I am doing h a r d
BOYS AIR Rlf'L£ pr eened himself,
work as a carpenter. The r e w as no ope raThia fine t( 1lle froe !or sell in$;" 011ly 25 pie ce~ or o ur
Jewe
lry
at lUc eac h. J ewf'lry and Rifte seot Pl'ellBid
tion, no lost time, no trouble. I have nothneighed in t r1£A.CLE W A TCH co .. D e ot. 4fi:~ EA~ ' BOSTON. M ASS.
ing to sell, but will give full informatio n
u mph two or
about how you may ftnd a complete cure
O L D COI NS W ANTE D
three times and
without operation. i! you write to me, Eu$2 to $JOO BACH paid for Hundreds of
ge ne M. Pullen, Carpenter, 301G M a rcellus
Coius dated l>l"fore lt>U;). Kec• p .\LL oil.I then s t r o 11 e d
Ave nu e, M a n asquan, N. J. Better cut out
:Mo n e y. You may lla ve Coi11s V1 ortl.1 a
prideful!y a w a y
this notice a nd show it to any oth e rs who
L arge Pr r•1nium. ::-k nd lOc. for uew surrounde d
are ruptured- you may save a life or at
b ~'
ll lu otratt'd Coin Ya . ue Book, size 4xU.
least stop the misery of rupture and the
w o r s h i p p ingU t•t P 11 ~ t ..- <1 at 011«t"
worry and danger of an operation.
IJL.\ Hl(J<: (01:-i ('O., Bux ~;; , J_e Roy, J\:. Y.
chickens.
TOBACC O HABIT

He Quit
Ciga rette s

l2c .."..

a Oys

ciiredl45ffGlsn Rii'iifjjiff~
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THE i LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

Boy on the
Road to True
Manho od
Help him to get started right hy trivine him
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.
Send only 25 cents today for n three month s'
1ubscription. By acceptin2" this r emarkable
low price offer you save SS cents overtbe news/
standpriceasth epricepercopyi s20cents.
This is the formative period of your bM'"
life. What he will amount to in after Yll!"•tr:i depends lar11"ely on what he is r eadin1?/ !'1ow. You
want him to be wide-awake, prof;al'essive-fo rward-Jookin11"-to develop idPeas and initiative
and to learn to make)lif.f ciwn way in theworld.
You can make}:lnfi no b etter gift th an a subscripti~n,. "lll:E BOYS' Mi'.OAZINE. This
'i!1"tf:i'.tperiod ica l will give him entertainment,
instruction and the inspiration to accomplish
big things.
Your boy must keep abreast of the times.
What he r e at'.}s has n1uch to do with what be
THINKS and DOES. G u a~d him acainst trashy,
sensational and misleading stories. Give him
the kind of1'eadin g whic h entertains, yet inspires and instructs. THE BOYS' MAGAZINE
will d evelop your boy's initiative, foster ri!l'ht
THINKING and ri!l"ht DOING. and make him a
manly, moral and courageous boy.

- - LATES T I SSUES - .r
1010 Th e Lil.J ert ~· Boy s and "Ma d :Mary" ; or, F ight ing Among the
,
Hills.
1020 The Li l.Jer.lty Boys' Indian Runn er; or, Thrashing the Red
Ha i<lers. 1
1021 '.l.' he Ll!u6rty Boys in Cnnvas T own; or The Worst Pince in Old
N ew Yt.J rk.
1022 Th e L ll!•erly Boys en th e D ela"·a re; or, H olding Fort Mifflin.
1023 The L FbNty Boys in W yoming Yalley ; or, Dick Slate r 's l'\arrow es:t E l::::cnpe.
102! '.l.'be f/,ihe rty Boys a nd the Figbling Par.son; or, The Brave
Hal'JY at Hallway.
102;:; TJ1c 11,ibert y l.loys at Four-Hole Swamp; or, Cornered by a Regim ei;a t .
1026 '!.' I]"' Liberty Boys and "Lnme Joe"; or, Tb e Best Spy of the
p . evolutlon.
1027 "£he Liberty Boys on Pine Tree Hill; or, '.l.'he Cllarge of tbe
\\bi te llorse ~'roop.
.
s • 'l'h 1w 1t ; or. Doing as Th ey Said.
·1028 The Lil>er ty p
lOW 'l ' he Lil>e rt:v Boys Aft e r Delancey; o r, The Bol rlest Swee p of All.
10:10 'l' he Liberty l.loys o n a Fora .v ; or. Hot Work With the lfaiders .
1o;n 'l ' he Libe rty lloys and the i\lobawk Chief; or, After St. L eger's
Indians.
1032 '.l.'h e Libe rty Boys and the Tory Girl; or, '.rb e Scheme to De, troy
New York.
1033 'l'be Liberty Boys Surronnrled; or, A Daring- Dash for Free<lom.
103~ The Liuert~· Boys' L og- 'l' ower; or, Bum harding the Stockad e
Fort.
1035 'l'h c LilH'rty Boys With the rioi!l'ers ; or, At " ' ar " ' ith tbe
Renegades.
For snle by all news <lealers, or will be sen t to any address on
receipt of price, 7 cents p e r copy, in money or po s tage stamps, by
I 0 RANK T OUSE Y, Pub., 168 W est 28 cl St .• New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

No. 9. HOW TO IlECO~JE A VENTRILOQU IST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every intelligent !Joy r ea ding- this book of iu struction s can
master tbc art, and create any amou11t of fun for himself and
friends . It Is the greatest book ever pubilshed.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-'.l.'he art of self-defense made easy. Containin g over tuirty illu s trations of 1ruards, blows, a~ld the different
p ositions or a good boxer. Ever.v boy shou ld obtarn one of these
useful and instructive books, as it will teach you bow to box without
an In structor.
No 11. HOW TO WRITE LOV.,E-LETTE RS.- A most complete
little' book, containii;i g full directions for writing Jove-letters, and
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.
wben to u se tbem, giving specimen letters for young and old .
Smethport, Pa.
·
5136 Main Street
No. 12. HOW TO WIUTE LETTERS TO LADIJ~ S. -G ivlng com(THE BOYS' MAGAZINE ls on sale at all new1stands,
plete Instruction for writinc: letters to ladles on all s ubj ects ; also
copy.)
a
20 cents
.
letters of introduction. notes and r equests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, HOOK OF ETIQUETTE. -It Is a
great life secret. and oue tbnt every young- man desires to know all
,
about. '.rhere's happiness in It.
No. u. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete ban~ -book for
etc.
..
etc
making a ll kinds of candy, Ice- c r eam. syrups , essences,
No. 1s. now TO n~~c o~t E H EAU!Il' UL.-O ne of the brightest
an d mos t valuable littl e L>ooks ever given to tbe world. Everybodr
wishes to know bow to bccom2 b eautiful. both male and female. Tbe
cret is sl m pie. and 11 I mMt costless.
seNo. 20. HOW '1'0 EN'.l'.ERTAIN AN EVE~ING PARTY.-A complete compendium of games, sports, ca~d d iversions, co.mic recfta·
tlons, e tc., suital.Jle f or parl or or d r awmg-room entertamment. It
contains more for tbe money than an.v book published.
· W'l"l<I J'ou LiJ:e Such a Buult at Thur
For eale by all ne,·uclealero, or will be sent to any ad.U.. •
Do you want., free,• trial box of J[o .. receipt of price, lOc. per copy, or 3 for 25c., In muney or P9•1ltn

Besides a wealth or splendid stori es and specla.l arti·
cl es each Issue contain9 departments devoted t o Electricity. Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics
and Physical Traininii, Editorials, Stam p and Coin Col..
lectln g, Movtnw Picture Plays and Players, Ainflteur
Photography, CartooninR", Outdoor Sports, Illustrated
Jo k~s , etc., etc.
Send only 25 cents, t od::;.y, for a three months ' sub·
l!cript lon. \Ve will r efund your m oney promptly and
withou t questi on if yo u are not more than pleased
with THE BOYS' MAGAZIJoiE. (Remit lo. 1tamps II
more convenient.) Ad dress

QUICK HAIR CROWT HI
Box Free Ta Yau I

1111

~:!!? t~~!o~;'o~r:~::,~~=·~~~~r ~\!1~1?.

by po&teard or letter, &1k:ln1 for fREE 101.
Tb.is f&mou11 prepa.r&tlon la for da.ndrufl', thin..

etamP•• by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub •• 188 Wed tSd lit., New Yerlr.

njA'tP~ESS~ ~c;~~~~r::e~~ FREE
reported. whell
a new hair growtU baa been

;'~:1;::.r~ ra~~kot~T. ':!'J' ~o!.::e.~I

womea; it ia perrect1y harmleH and oneu
ltaril halt srowth to & fe..,, 4ay1. A.ddrcHI

Koskott Laboratory, East 32d St., KA-103, New York, N. y,

SCEN ARIO S·
By .JAHES 1". CO'GAlll'

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

' P11ce SS Cent• Per Copr

This book contains all the most recent changoe:s In the metbot
of oonstruct:lou lllld au bmlsslou ot ~en.ario•- Slxt7 Leaao..,
covering every phase or sc~ario writing, trom the mon , .
mental to Ua.e most advsneed prtnclplea. Till• ttttrtse wret't
...•
~ eve.-ytlolng a pel'llOU moat kno.,.. In or~ to make money•
gaec<'>lilin • """'n.ari.o 'l!'l"lter. For s11le by all Newe-dealers
prlell
the
Book-Storee. U you cannot procure a copy, send us
35 cent._ In money or postage stamps. and we wllJ mall roll
·
Address
posUge free.
L. SENA.BENS. 219 Seventh Ave~ New York, 1'". J',

BE A CERTIFICATED

-ELECTRICIAN

real position liJce this -for you

~A

The country needs thousand s of train ed, Certificated Electr icians to fill good position s-an <l at big pay.
It's all a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by my up-to-elate, mod e rn instru ction. You can
learn at home, without interfering with your r egul ar work, by my highly successful method of Home
Instruct ion in Practical Electr icity. Prepare NOW, and b e :reauy i n a few months to earn your

$65 to $175 a Wee k
A Real Opportunity for YOU

Send for This Book

Wishing is never going to make y our drea ms come
true. You've got to st udy- to learn. A man is worth
$2 or $3 a clay from his neck cl own-an d no more;
but there is no limit to what he can b e worth from
,
his neck up.

My book, ''HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT
ELE CTRlCl.Ap, '' bas st a rted thousands of young
men on the way to spl en did success. A new edition
of this has just been printed. I want ev ery young
nrnn inter est ed in El ectricity to hav e a copy, and
will send you one ABSOLUTEL Y FREE AND
.
PREPAID. Write me to-clay.

A train ed mind is wha t ge t s th e big- pa y . It is t hi s t r a in·
ing that you n eed, and I can train y ou in a f ew months.
Are you ambiti ous to make a real s uccess-th en send me
the coupon-to -d ay.

Electrical Outfit-Fre e

How I Train My Students

To every stud ent who an swers thi s arl T am giving
a Splendid Electrical Outfit of sta ndard si ze, Electri cal Tools, lnstruments, Materials, etc., absolutely
f r ee. Furthermor e, to eve ry Elec tri cal Studen t I
give a truly v aluable surprise that 1 cannot explain here.

As Chief En gin eer of th e Chi cago Engineering
Works 1 know exactl y the kind of trainin g a man
needs to enable him to ge t and hold good positions,
and to earn bi g pay . J ha v e train ed huudreds of
men who are holdin g splend id el ectri cal pos itions.
Man y are now successful Electr ical Contractors.

Free Employment Service

Chief

Engineer

am continu ally r ece iving r cqu est s from
em ployers t,o send th em tra in eil El ectri cal rri en. 1 assist my st udents to
sec ure goo<l position s." I k eep in
~. ..,....._ tou ch with th em for years, helpin g
and ail v ising th em in every possible way.

COOKE ,
D ept. 20X
1918 Sunny-

give him a
I
complete and th orou gh t rainin g.
S PLEN D I D E L ECTRI CAL OU'l'~' IT FRE'F., and m uch of
th e t ra ining is d on e b y ac tu a l w ork . Wh en m y s tud ents
gra duate a nd r eceive t he ir Cert ifi ca t e th ey are r ea d y for
a real pos it ion. B ut still more, at an y tim e y ou wi sh
you can com e to ou r s pl e ndidl y equ ip ped Electri cal Shops
fo r s p ecia l t rainin g . No other school can give you this.

a

'·
E
WRIT

side Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
Sir:- S end at
on c e-fully pre ·
paid and entirely
free- compl et e parti cu lars of your great offer
for this month.
N ame . . ........ . •.. , .. ...

I '\dress
0 1ty ....

I give ea ch of my stud ents p ersonal atte ntion and

. . . . . . . . . State .

NOW -DON 'T DELAY

Delay n ev er got you anything. Action is wh at counts. Get startedand get started now. Write me, or send me th e coupon , ri ght NOW.

L. L. COOKE
Chief Engineer
D ept. 20X

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
1918 Sunnyside Avenue

CHICAGO

